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IN THE NEWS

Leupold to Break Ground on New Product Distribution Center

Leupold & Stevens has broken ground on the construction of a new Distribution Center, to be located
on the company’s Beaverton, Ore., property. The
new, state-of-the-art facility will be located in the
southwest corner of Leupold’s 27-acre campus in
Beaverton, which has been the company’s home
since the late 1960s. The new distribution center will
replace Leupold’s smaller, existing facility, which is
located offsite. Upon the project’s completion, Leupold will have more than 200,000 square feet of of-

fice, manufacturing, and distribution space onsite.
“We pride ourselves on the dominant performance
of our products and our commitment to providing excellent service to our customers,” said Bruce Pettet,
President and Chief Executive Officer of Leupold &
Stevens, Inc. “Having our new distribution center onsite at our existing corporate campus will increase efficiency and help us bring even more overall value to
our customers. It’s a testament both to the growing
strength of our brand and the support that our part-

ners and core consumers have shown us.”
Leupold & Stevens has been located in northwest
Oregon since the company’s founding in 1907. Leupold & Stevens moved out of its original Portland
facility and into its Beaverton location in 1968. All
but a handful of Leupold’s more than 700 employees
work out of the Beaverton headquarters, where all of
the company’s riflescopes and red dot sights are designed, machined, and assembled.

Winchester Celebrates 100-Year Anniversary of Super-X
Winchester celebrates 100 years of the Super-X brand with a limited-edition series of time-proven ammunition.
“Winchester is a brand that represents both legacy and innovation,” said Matt
Campbell, vice president of marketing and sales. “For more than 150 years, Winchester has been a leader in innovation with brands like Super-X, which fundamentally changed the ammunition landscape when it was introduced. That continuous innovation is part of the Winchester story and continues today.”

In 2021, seven flagship products were chosen from the dozens of Super-X offerings and packaged in collectible retro packaging. Whatever your pursuit, there
is a Super-X product for all your favorite hunting and shooting activities.
The Super-X commemorative offerings include two 12-gauge loads and rifle
loads in .22LR, .30-30 Win., .270 Win., .243 Win. and .308 Win. Learn more at
winchester.com.

Bushmaster Is Back
The Bushmaster brand has been a household name
in firearms for many years, and the company recently
announced its return to the market. “We are not an
affiliate with any other firearms manufacturing company,” a press release said. “In times to come, our array of products will provide Proven perfection to all.”

4

“Bushmaster Firearms is proud to be focusing on
quality, American-made manufacturing, driven by
a long history that Bushmaster has accompanied,”
said CEO Sun Naegele. “We will be using innovating and improved engineering, advanced materials
and the latest technology. It will always be Bushmas-

ter’s mission to push our limits of performance, so
that you can push yours.”
The preliminary offerings will focus on variants of
the XM15-E2S model, such as the QRC and M4 Patrolman’s. HR
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Day or Night, Pulsar’s Thermion 2 Heats Up Hunting
Predators are an unruly bunch. Coyotes, wolves, bobcats, foxes, cougars
and other predators predate on other wildlife and certainly can and do take
down pets and livestock. Some, like coyotes and foxes, birth an average litter of six, annually, thus multiply rather quickly.
Not to be outdone, feral hogs can breed litters averaging 6 – 8 up to
twice per year. While I have hunted predators and hogs for years, with respect to the latter, I have sent an unspeakable number of messages their
way, traveling at 2,500 fps or faster, requesting they stop rooting up fields,
eating crops and reproducing. They never listen and the consequences of
our feral hog problem have escalated. In Texas alone, home to the nation’s
largest pig population, crop damage is estimated at over $50 million per
year, with total damage in the Lone Star State topping $400 million annually.
Worse, these hogs are not indigenous, compete with other wildlife for
habitat (and win), and are now reported in at least 39 states and four Canadian provinces. The feral pig population explosion shows no signs of
slowing down so hunting efforts not only should be concentrated, they
should be focused on when feral hogs (and predators) are most active,
nighttime. Enter thermal imaging.
Considering affordability, advanced technology and reliability, there has
never been a better time to step your hunting game up to thermal imaging.

HR0921 Pulsar.indd 1

We live in thermal’s no-longer-optional age and as hunters, thermal
imagers are ripe with numerous advantages—trekking to and from hunting
spots, observing, shot placement, game recovery and safety in low light
environments, especially among other hunters, all come to mind.
Thermal imagers are not night vision. Thermal technology exposes
heat signatures night or day and I have employed the technology for
24-hour pursuits without issue. While thermal imaging is a boon for
hunting predators, as well as big game, the technology can also benefit
waterfowlers, varmint hunters, trappers and anglers, especially aboard
marine vessels where detecting nearby boaters and other hazards in
waterways can be lifesaving.
The Thermion 2 XQ38 boasts a rugged, IPX7 waterproof, 30mm
tube platform; 40mK NETD; 1024x768 HD AMOLED display; 384x288
microbolometer sensor resolution; heat-signature detection range of 1,475
yards; 8-color display palette; multiple color reticle styles; Wi-Fi; Onboard
video with audio and 16gb of internal storage; picture-in-picture; step and
continuous zoom; magnification range of 2.5x – 10x and an enhanced
38mm objective lens. The Thermion 2 XQ38 is powered by rechargeable
internal and external Lithium-Ion batteries.
Learn more about Thermion 2 thermal riflescopes at www.pulsarnv.com
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INFORMED ASSOCIATE

Tap Introverts’ Potential
to Improve Your Staff

6

BY KEN WYSOCKY

A

ﬂashy, bright-red Ferrari
Portoﬁno will attract a lot of
attention in a parking lot. A
shiny new Honda Accord? Probably not so much — even though
it’s a well-designed and reliable car
that gets the job done.
The same dynamic exists in the
workplace, as lively and outgoing
extroverts often overshadow their
quieter, introverted colleagues.
While it’s only human nature for
people to notice extroverts more
than introverts, managers who
do so run the risk of overlooking
the potential these lower-proﬁ le
employees bring to the table, says
Jennifer Kahnweiler, Ph.D., an
internationally known speaker and
executive coach.

Kahnweiler is the author of
Creating Introvert-Friendly Workplaces. “It’s not unusual for introverts to get passed up for promotions, especially since they’re not
comfortable with self-promotion,”
says Kahnweiler, a self-described
extrovert who, ironically enough,
has built a reputation as a champion of introverts. She’s also written two more books about introverts — The Introverted Leader:
Succeeding as a Leader in Today’s
Extroverted Workplace and Quiet
Inﬂuence: The Introvert’s Guide
to Making a Difference. “They
could be good leaders but often get
overlooked, although I don’t think
managers set out to snub them intentionally.

“One big problem organizations face is a hidden bias against
introverts, particularly in companies with cultures where employees are expected to be ‘on’ all the
time. Introverts can create negative
impressions — that they’re not
friendly or not team players or
don’t have a lot to add to the conversation.”
Quiet but Effective
There’s no question that introverts
can be effective leaders. A quick
roll call of famous introverts attests to that fact: Albert Einstein,
Abe Lincoln, Bill Gates, Mark
Zuckerberg, Elon Musk and Warren Buffett, to name a few.
In fact, introverts — who make

Photos: John Hafner

Managers can
adopt strategies
to bring out the
best in their quieter
staff members.
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up an estimated 40% to 60% of the population — bring
many talents to the workplace. They tend to be creative
and self-aware; excel at research and preparation; enjoy
serious, one-on-one interactions; are good at encouraging
others and resolving conflicts; and are adept at developing
well-planned arguments that can skillfully influence others, Kahnweiler notes.
So how do managers go about tapping the potential of
introverts? It helps to first take time to understand introverts’ worldview.
For instance, keep in mind that introverts easily suffer from what’s called “people exhaustion,” in which too
much outside stimulation leaves them drained and stressed
out. So don’t take it the wrong way if an introvert seems
unusually subdued after a lot of social interaction.
In addition, since introverts prefer to avoid confrontations, they often have a hard time saying no when asked
to take on additional tasks. That, too, can lead to stress,
Kahnweiler says.
“You need to educate yourself about introverts,” she
says. “Introversion is an element of diversity. We put so
much emphasis on ethnicity, gender and cultural backgrounds in workplaces, but not as much on personality
styles.”
Here’s the Plan
One thing managers can do — and it’s good for introverts
and extroverts alike — is provide detailed agendas for
meetings. “I call it meeting hygiene,” Kahnweiler says.
Why does this help? Because introverts typically are
better at tackling problems if they have time to prepare,
as opposed to unexpectedly being asked to come up with
ideas. Giving introverts advance notice gives them time to
think about things and also ensures everyone at a meeting
is prepared to fully engage.
“You don’t get the best ideas if only a few people dominate a meeting,” Kahnweiler says.
Furthermore, at the end of a meeting, managers should
invite everyone to submit additional thoughts and comments by email — and to copy everyone else at the meeting.
“This plays to the sweet spot of introverts, who prefer
to take time for deeper reflection,” Kahnweiler says. “It’s a
much more thoughtful process than standing at a flip chart
with a marker and asking people to quickly brainstorm
ideas, which usually results in the same people contributing (i.e., extroverts).”
It also pays to make time for one-on-one meetings with
employees, but especially with introverts. Introverts feel
more comfortable in such settings and are more likely to
freely express what motivates or frustrates them at work.
“One-on-ones cater to their sensibilities,” Kahnweiler
says. “Because of time constraints, such meetings usually
are one of the first things to go in terms of priorities, but
they’re actually one of the most important things a manager can do.”
It’s also important to create workplace spaces where
introverts can feel comfortable working. While complete
overhauls of workspaces usually aren’t practical logisti-

“There's no question that introverts
can be effective leaders.”

cally or financially, organizations still should consider
finding small spaces that introverts can use for focused
work or recharging, she says.
“For input, you can ask introverts how effective they
think their workplace is in terms of providing spaces for
collaboration, socialization and focused work,” Kahnweiler says. “We also now know that introverts are more
sensitive to light and noise … their dopamine is activated
in different ways. So that needs to be taken into consideration, too.
“The good thing is none of this requires a lot of extra effort or money. It’s all about creating awareness and conditions where introverts can thrive like everyone else.” HR

↑ Don't take it personally if an
introverted employee needs a few
minutes of quiet time after a lot
of social interaction. They're just
recharging.
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UP CLOSE

3 Must-See Treestands

Deer hunters will be hanging stands any day now, if they haven't done so already. Here are three different
options to stock for opening day.
BY MARK CHESNUT

F

ew things can give your customers the advantage
over a big buck like a comfortable, well-placed
treestand. Elevated deer stands put hunters above
a deer’s normal ﬁeld of view, giving treestand hunters a
distinct advantage over those hunting from the ground.
Hunting from a treestand also gives deer hunters a better overall view of the surrounding area, allowing them
to see — and harvest — deer they might never have seen
hunting at ground level.
There are three main types of treestands available to
give your customers that elevated edge they need to bag
a big buck. Hang-ons are simple stands that attach to
a tree by a belt or chain and require steps or climbing
sticks to access. Some are stable, others a little rickety.
Ladder stands, available in both single- and double-wide
conﬁgurations, are usually very stable, and the ladder
attached to the stand makes them easy to access. But
they are heavy, and many require two people to put them
in place. Climbing stands are two-piece affairs that are
used to climb a tree and then hunt from once the desired
elevation is reached. They are less stable than ladder
stands but are easy to carry way back into the woods
where the big bucks live.
Let’s take a look at one of each kind that would likely
appeal to your customers with fall hunting seasons on
our doorstep.

HANG-ON — LONE WOLF ALPHA HANG ON II
The Alpha Hang On II by Lone Wolf is a top-quality treestand that would serve any hunter well. At a
weight of only 11.5 pounds, the stand will hold 300 pounds, making it suitable for hunters small and
large.
The Alpha is also quite roomy, with a large 10x19.5-inch platform. The seat measures 14x12 inches
and is 21 inches off the base. The stand securely attaches to even awkward or sloped trees, thanks
to a unique offset bracket design with four points of contact to provide a stable attachment on uneven trees. The self-leveling seat and platform independently adjust to the slope of the tree, while the
padded seat is contoured for maximum comfort during all-day hunts.
The Alpha’s versatility applies not only to hunters, but also to trees. It will hang easily on tree trunks
ranging in size from 4 inches to a whopping 22 inches in diameter. It folds down quickly for transport
and even comes with backpack straps for convenient carry.
Note that hunters using a hang-on stand are going to need some way to access that stand. Consequently, it’s a good idea to carry some strap-on tree steps or climbing sticks that allow hunters to
easily and safely climb into their stands. One of the best systems I’ve seen is the Lone Wolf 4-Piece
Climbing Sticks. The lightweight sections are easy to pack into the woods and simple to attach to
your tree, and they offer good stepping and grabbing surfaces for getting to your stand.

8
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LADDER — BIG DOG STADIUM SERIES XL
Ladder stands are perfect for hunters not comfortable climbing small climbing sticks. Double-wide stands even allow hunting partners to hunt together or, better yet, to take their children along on the hunt with them safely.
What the Big Dog Stadium Series XL (BDL-105) gives up in convenience and portability with its fairly heavyweight steel construction, it more than makes up for with the stability
it displays when correctly mounted to the tree. In fact, it will hold a whopping 500 pounds of
hunters and gear — making it one of the sturdiest ladder stands available.
The Deluxe Comfort BDL-105 features a padded seat, armrests, shooting rail and a backrest cushion. The roomy curved foot platform measures 53 x 13 inches. This seat is extra secure with four ratchet straps. For safety, the seat includes two fall arrest systems and pinned
ladder sections. The dual rail ladder construction features an integrated support bar.
The Big Dog Stadium Series XL also gets hunters well above their quarry’s line of sight.
The base of the stand tops out at 17.5 feet above the ground, several feet higher than many
double ladder stands. For an extremely comfortable and very safe ladder stand, you really
can’t beat adding the Big Dog BDL-105 to your treestand inventory.

CLIMBING — SUMMIT VIPER SD
There’s nothing more versatile than a lightweight, sturdy climbing stand — especially for younger, fit
hunters who love a run-and-gun style of hunting. This best-selling treestand from Summit offers versatility, comfort and functionality while being lightweight yet sturdy enough to perform reliably season
after season.
Engineered to keep hunters comfortable and concealed, the Viper SD has been Summit’s most
popular model for nearly 20 years. Featuring a foam-padded seat that can be raised for bow hunting
and lowered for gun hunting, the full-perimeter frame allows for sit-down and stand-up configurations.
A solid front bar enables easy climbing and doubles as a gun rest. Plus, the climber weighs in at a
highly portable 20 pounds, with a nesting frame that packs on your back.
Other special features of the Viper SD include critical parts of the stand’s platform being filled in
with a custom-engineered expanding foam to reduce unintentional noises, high-quality extruded aluminum and precision welds that provide maximum rigidity and strength, and Summit’s patented attachment system that requires no fumbling with pins, knobs, nuts or bolts. Hunters need only to size the
cable to the tree’s diameter and insert it into the retention bracket, and the QuickDraw trigger locks
securely in place. Then simply pull the “trigger” to remove the stand from the tree.
Lastly, the Viper SD features Summit’s patented RapidClimb climbing stirrups, which are easy to
use and fit any boot. Designed to keep hunters’ boots securely attached to the platform, these ergonomic stirrups allow them to quickly and safely climb to their desired height.

WRAPPING UP

Note that treestand accessories also represent a proﬁt center that shouldn’t
be overlooked by hunting retailers. From umbrellas, camo covering material, attachable shooting rests and climbing sticks to safety belts and
harnesses, which should always be used when hunting from an elevated
platform, a good selection of accessories can lead to add-on sales for treestand buyers.
One more thing: Please remind your customers that safety is always
paramount when hunting from elevated platforms, as falls are one of the
leading causes of injury for hunters. In fact, consider posting these guidelines in the area where you display your stands. You just might save a life.

• Since the majority of accidents occur while climbing in and out of
stands, always use a safety harness while ascending and descending.
• Never carry ﬁ rearms, bows or equipment when climbing a stand. Instead, pull them up with a cord after you are safely in place
• Always select the proper tree for use with your treestand. Select a live,
straight tree that ﬁts within the size limits recommended in your treestand’s instructions.
• Never get in a hurry. Take a few extra minutes to be careful so you can
enjoy hunting for many years to come.
A brief course on treestand safety is available at www.huntercourse.
com/treestandsafety. HR
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GEAR GURU

11 Calls to Lure in Waterfowlers
Duck hunters are always in search of a better call. Offer them these options and you'll both benefit.
BY KEVIN REESE

E

ven with many years of waterfowling behind me, I have
never forgotten my first hunt. “Be there on Saturday.
Bring chest waders, shells, your shotgun… and you’ll
need a call — a Sure Shot 650.”
Full disclosure: I started hunting waterfowl late, in my
early 30s, but I was hooked that first morning when my
pattern forced a mallard hen to roll mid-flight and fold
her wings. At that exact moment, I also fell in love with
watching my friend’s dog, a golden retriever, dart out to
retrieve my duck — I still marvel at a properly trained dog’s
patience in waiting and work ethic on retrieves.
During that first hunt, I learned the basics of calling like
quacks, feeding and even hail calls, and that 99% of calling
is at the ducks’ backs. I learned calls have diverse ranges of
sounds and that I should outfit myself with more than one.
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Moreover, not all ducks sound the same. Specialty calls for
wood ducks, teal, wigeons, etc. are vastly more important
than mallard hen calls, depending on when, where and what
you are hunting. I learned quickly that the same can be said
for goose hunting.
My in-a-nutshell, first-hunt takeaway was the importance
of guidance, setting up and calling. If a hunter wants to
hunt ducks and geese, calls definitely make the short list,
and new hunters need both advice and options. This is
where retailers can and should step in. Stocking the right
assortment of accessories, like duck and goose calls, and
giving good advice doesn’t just make ancillary sales — it
creates loyal, returning customers for years to come. All
stated, take a gander at these duck and goose calls sure to
lure in new and seasoned waterfowling customers.
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SURE SHOT
YENTZEN ONE2
DUCK CALL

Literally the call that built
a brand, the Yentzen sprang
to life with Sure Shot’s
founding in 1959, and
from 1960 on, beginning
with Cowboy Fernandez,
it helped callers win world
duck-calling championships
multiple times. While the
classic double-reed patented
Yentzen is still available,
Sure Shot’s latest iteration,
the Yentzen ONE2, is
deﬁnitely a cut above its
predecessors. The Yentzen
ONE2 boasts a rugged
polymer body, walnut band,
advanced double-reed guts
and a redesigned screw-lock system. The result
is twice the volume of the Yentzen and Yentzen
ONE, faster tuning and the fuller, more realistic
mallard sounds serious waterfowlers are after.
www.sureshotgamecalls.com

SURE SHOT RASCAL 7-IN-1 CALL

The Rascal 7-in-1 was designed to be the most
diverse call on your customers’ lanyards throughout the full range of waterfowl hunting seasons.
True to its name,
the Rascal boasts
seven sounds, including ﬁve ducks
and two additional
non-waterfowl
species: hawk and
bobwhite quail.
The rascals’ duck
sounds include
mallard drake, teal,
pintail, wigeon
and wood duck.
The Rascal is
quite compact and
includes its own
lanyard.

RICH-N-TONE HUNTER
SERIES GOOSE CALL

Founded in 1976 by World
Champion and Champion
of Champions duck caller,
Butch Richenback, RichN-Tone (RNT) Calls has
amassed over 40 years
of expert call-making
experience. As the
company’s name implies,
RNT is as focused today on
producing premium, richly
toned calls as it was when
Richenback whittled his ﬁ rst
call, and the Hunter Series
Goose Call earns its RichN-Tone branding. The RNT
Hunter Series Goose Call
boasts a custom cocobolo
or bocote wood barrel and
polymer insert for a perfect
coupling, classic looks
and engineered reliability.
Designed for hunters of all experience levels,
RNT Hunter Series Goose calls are packaged
with a calling CD and lanyard.

RICH-N-TONE ORIGINAL
DUCK CALL

Rich-N-Tone (RNT) calls rank
among top sellers for seasoned
waterfowlers. The brand’s
diverse array of calling products
make it difﬁcult to lock down
a single do-all call, however,
the brand’s Original Duck Call
remains RNT’s most popular
offering — and their most ﬁeldproven. Available in bocote and
granadillo wood models, as
well as 19 acrylic options, the
RNT Original Duck Call offers
a custom-ﬁnish-type touch for
every waterfowler in the marsh.
Even better, the ability to stock
a single model in multiple
ﬁnishes means you are catching
every customer’s eye. In the
ﬁeld, the Original Duck Call
has proven to be a great choice
for all calling styles and volumes, from robust
hail calls to soft, low close-range opportunities.
www.rntcalls.com

BUCK GARDNER WOOD
DUCK CALL

ZINK LONG NECK ROCKER
GOOSE CALL

In the world of premium goose calls, and duck
calls, too, Zink is not only a world-renowned
name, it is consistently a top contender — quite
an achievement for production calls. Of course,
the good news there is availability for retailers
and the discriminating waterfowlers you serve,
who demand a lanyard full of top-tier, customlevel calls like the Long Neck Rocker. The Zink
Long Neck Rocker Goose Call is available in
multiple wood and marbled-acrylic ﬁnishes
with laser-engraving, and they sound as great
as they look! The Long Neck Rocker’s unique
combination of Zink’s short-reed system,
backpressure and well-balanced tone makes it a
perfect Canada goose call. www.zinkcalls.com

What is the next step for
a World Champion and
Champion of Champions duck
caller? For Buck Gardner,
it was building duck calls.
Gardner won the two titles in
1994 and 1995, respectively,
before founding Buck Gardner
Calls in 1996. Today, the
Buck Gardner brand is widely
known and respected by duck
and goose hunters nationwide,
and given the company’s
combination of performance
and affordability, products like
the Wood Duck Call continue
to be extremely popular.
Perfect for duck hunters
looking for an early-season
wood duck call, the Buck Gardner Wood Duck
Call is constructed of a durable polycarbonate
barrel and mouthpiece and delivers the
consistently rich, contended whine proven to lure
those woodies into range. www.buckgardner.com
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BUCK GARDNER
DOUBLE NASTY POLY
DUCK CALL

Since winning top duck
calling honors more than 25
years ago, Buck Gardner has
committed his life to producing calls with the same
level of quality sound that
garnered him such honors
— chiefly among them, the
Buck Gardner Double Nasty
Poly Duck Call. Since its
unveiling decades ago, the
Double Nasty has been foundational to Buck Gardner’s
success, and it remains a top
seller for the BG brand today.
Buck Gardner’s innovative
Spit-Tech toneboard not only
keeps the Double Nasty’s
double-reed system from sticking, it is the magic
raspy-tone ingredient that makes it a duck-hunting favorite. Double Nasty Poly Duck Calls are
constructed of polycarbonate and individually
hand-tuned to optimize sound quality before they
ever land on your retail shelf.

DUCK COMMANDER
TRIPLE THREAT DUCK CALL

I could suggest stocking Duck Commander calls
based on the “Duck Dynasty” TV show alone,
but I won’t. Instead, I’ll base highlighting Duck
Commander calls on the company’s history and
call performance. Duck Commander patriarch
Phil Robertson has hunted ducks since childhood,
continues to do so every day of
the season and is experienced,
knowledgeable and passionate
enough to own a pair of duck
call patents. As for duck calls,
the family company is alive and
well. They continue to produce
affordable calls with exceptional sound and reliability —
case in point, the Triple Threat
Duck Call. The Duck Commander Triple Threat employs
a triple-reed system, housed in
a friction-fit polycarbonate call
body, and the calls are pretuned. The results are realistic
quacks, feeds hail calls and
more with the raspy realism
your hunting customers want.
www.duckcommander.com

FIELD PROVEN WORKHORSE
HYBRID GOOSE CALL

Relative newcomer Field Proven burst
on the waterfowl call scene in 2010,
but by then, brothers Clay and Field
Hudnall already had a couple decades
worth of hunting under their wader
belts. The pair emptied their savings
to craft realistic-sounding waterfowl
calls, and for a decade before, Field
Hudnall competed often in high-stakes
calling competitions; in fact, Field has
earned championship wins in both
duck and goose competitions, including
world champion goose calling honors,
which translate well to, and explains
the hunting success of, Field Proven’s
Workhorse Hybrid Goose Call. The
Workhorse features a proprietary Mark
3 World Championship Fully Worn
Gut System, a replication of the system
used to garner three world goose calling titles. Field
Proven’s Mark 3 guts are encapsulated in a burnthedge barrel and friction-fit thermoplastic end-piece.
Field Proven reports the Workhorse Hybrid Call delivers sharp cracks and deep, low tones, and is built
to handle hardcore calling abuse.
www.fieldprovencalls.com
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DUCK COMMANDER
TEAL HEN DUCK CALL

In the word of specialty calls,
especially for ducks, the Robertsons have always been industry
front-runners. Phil Robertson
invented and patented the first
known mallard drake call
in 1973 and immediately
founded Duck Commander. While DC does
produce an array of mallard hen calls, the company also still builds
specialties like the
Teal Hen Duck Call,
perfect for earlyseason teal hunting
as well as for
use during the
regular season
when ducks
are wiser to
run-of-the-mill mallard hen calling. The Teal
Hen call produces the high-rasp tone teal love via
a double-reed system housed in a high-impact
plastic body.

ECHO DIAMONDWOOD
DUCK CALL

A lesson in perseverance, Rick
Dunn, a passionate waterfowler
since childhood, founded Echo
Duck Calls in 1975. His first
personally-built calls were
lackluster, but he figured out a
winning combination soon after,
and Echo Duck Calls was born. A
passionate waterfowler and caller,
Dunn began competing in 1983
and won his world champion title
14 years later. Throughout his
time as a competitive caller, Echo
continued to grow. Today, Echo
Duck Calls are a favorite among
seasoned veteran waterfowlers
in the know, and one of the most
popular in Echo’s lineup, well
worth your retail space, is the Diamondwood Duck
Call. The Diamondwood Duck Call draws hunters
into Echo’s ranks with premium looks and sounds
at affordable price points. Diamondwood calls
boast friction fit bodies and double-reed mylar
internals, perfect for all manner of vocalizations
from booming hail calls to soft, close-range
calling. www.echocalls.com
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RIDGELINE
THE RIDGELINE IS OUR
QUINTESSENTIAL HUNTING RIFLE.
Offered in a variety of chamberings, the rifle features a
sporter carbon fiber composite gunstock and a stainless
steel radial muzzle brake built around a light target
contour Christensen Arms carbon fiber wrapped barrel.
The Ridgeline weighs in starting at 6.3 pounds and is
backed by the Christensen Arms Sub-MOA Guarantee.
Select chamberings are available in a left-handed.

CHRISTENSENARMS.COM/RIDGELINE
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Interview: Christensen Arms
Christensen Arms uses advanced materials and manufacturing methods
to produce lightweight, innovative firearms.
BY ALAN CLEMONS

C

hristensen Arms began creating lightweight firearms
for hunting and competition shooting 25 years ago. The
company could have gotten lost amid existing manufacturers but instead set itself apart with new materials and
technology.
A lot of companies say they’ll do those things, but Utahbased Christensen Arms actually did it and is still doing it.
Today’s offerings include bolt-action rifles, modern sporting
rifles, rimfire rifles and modern sporting pistols with an array of custom flourishes.
Hunting Retailer recently caught up with Roland Christensen, the founder of Christensen Arms, to talk about the
company and its history and the innovative products that are
moving it forward.
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HR: Thank you for taking the time to visit with Hunting
Retailer. Tell us a little bit about Christensen Arms and how
you got started.
Christensen: I graduated with a doctorate in engineering
and started a company in my hometown of Gunnison, Utah.
That business used carbon fiber and composite technology in
aerospace applications. As an avid hunter and shooter, and
in an effort to diversify, I applied my expertise in composites to making my rifle lighter and more accurate with some
of the same composite technology.

↑ The spark for Christensen Arms
came when company founder Roland
Christensen, an avid hunter and
shooter, applied his expertise in composites to make his rifle lighter and
more accurate.

HR: How did your background in the aerospace industry factor into the location and growth of the company?
Christensen: Back in the 1970s, Utah became known for
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developing advanced composites
due to its connection to the defense
industry. In fact, south-central Utah
is truly the home of the Christensen
family. As such, my wife Julia and I
have a long history of giving back to
the community. It became our vision
to have the companies benefit the
local residents of the valley.
Given the investments in technologies combined with our family
roots, it was only logical that southcentral Utah be the location for our
cutting-edge sister companies and
eventually the home of Christensen Arms in an effort to explore
new materials and manufacturing
methods. As a result of the success
from our aerospace sister companies
continually pushing the limits on
composites and manufacturing, the
transition to gun barrel and composite rifle stock applications using
similar composites was much easier.
HR: Utah definitely offers great opportunities for long-range shooting
and hunting. Where do you do your
field research, shooting and hunting?
Christensen: We are fortunate to
have a well-staffed engineering and
product development department,
along with company leadership that
is always looking for innovative
products and improving quality. At
Christensen Arms, we are fortunate
in a number of ways. We have employees who are willing to assist in
the field-testing of new products. In
Utah, as in many states in the West,
we have excellent access to safe
shooting areas that offer targets at
extended ranges. Many of our hunting and long-range precision rifles
are put to the test right here where
they are made.
HR: Christensen Arms offers a great
variety of firearms. Would it be reasonable to say you offer something
for just about anyone interested in
quality, custom craftsmanship?
Christensen: We have made a
conscious effort to expand what we
offer and have a firearm of interest to the widest possible range of
needs and interests our dealers and
customers may have. This includes

← The Ranger .22 rimfire
is a recent and important
addition to the Christensen
lineup. It features a carbon tensioned barrel and a
Remington 700-compatible
trigger, and it feeds from
a Ruger rotary 10-round
magazine.

every attempt to cover a broad assortment of calibers to meet a wide
range of uses. In the last few years,
we have taken the steps to offer our
Mesa and Ridgeline in left-handed
models. We began that introduction
with short-action/non-magnums and
recently expanded that to include
long-action and long-action magnums.
HR: Tell us about the newest addition to the Christensen Arms lineup,
the Modern Precision Pistol. That’s
quite a package.
Christensen: We are excited to
be able to introduce a new and innovative platform this year. The
Modern Precision Pistol is based on
the successful MPR (2020 Golden
Bullseye Award). The MPP is a purpose-built, bolt-action pistol chassis.
It will feature a 20-MOA one-piece
optic rail, our adjustable side port
brake, and our carbon fiber barrel. It
will be available with a folding SB
Tactical stabilizing brace and will
include a number of calibers. The
MPP is intended to take traditional
pistol performance to a new level.

Christensen: Certainly. The one
thing that will not change is our
commitment to excellence. We have
distinguished ourselves through the
years with our use of high-quality
components and modern manufacturing processes. Our dealers and
customers can look forward to that
trend continuing tomorrow and
years ahead. After all, a firearm is
only as good as the components that
are used in its manufacture — as a

result, we are committed to the best
parts available.
HR: How was the Ranger .22 rimfire
rifle received? The caliber obviously holds a long, storied history.
Was that something your customers
requested?
Christensen: The Ranger .22
rimfire has been a great addition to
our product lineup. We are sensitive
to dealer and customer feedback.

→ The Mesa is a premium-quality hunting rifle with an accessible price. The
build features a featherlight contour
stainless steel barrel with a seamless,
removable radial muzzle brake and a
carbon fiber composite gunstock.

HR: Christensen Arms components
include titanium, carbon fiber and
match-grade barrels. Will we continue to see these high-quality —
and high-priced — components in
the future?
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Certainly, there was a demand for a
rimfire model of our rifles. We have
offered rimfire calibers in the past,
and the Ranger marks the return of
the popular caliber to our lineup.
In many of our markets, the opportunity to shoot a high-powered
rifle at extended ranges simply does
not exist. There has been a large
increase in competitive shooting
centered around the rimfire calibers
in almost every part of the country.
The Ranger features a very accurate carbon tensioned barrel and a
Remington 700-compatible trigger,
and it feeds from the proven Ruger
rotary 10-round magazine. It is an
accurate, lightweight (5.1 pounds)
rifle that occupies an important
place in our newest lineup.
HR: The “Find my Firearm” feature
on your website is easy to use. I
changed my answers several times
to see which guns you’d recommend. How has this website feature
been received by your customers
and visitors?
Christensen: This new feature
has been very valuable in assisting
customers and dealers in the critical
function of selecting the most appropriate firearm for their intended
purpose. Customers who have used
the new feature experienced great
results, and their feedback has been
very positive, with many of them
telling us it was accurate and easy
to use. In fact, many customers
who have actually gone through the
process ended up buying the firearm
suggested by the Find my Firearm
feature. As you can imagine, this
will prove to be a great resource for
those who are new or repeat owners
of Christensen Arms rifles.
HR: Are there lessons learned during the pandemic that will help
make the company stronger?
Christensen: I think we can
all agree that 2020 and 2021 were
highly unusual years for all aspects
of the firearms and ammunition
industry. It has been a challenging
environment all around, especially
with the increased demand and need
to expand production. Ammunition
shortages and stress on raw material
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↑ The TFM is a long-range tactical rifle, with a carbon fiber barrel and fully adjustable aerograde carbon fiber stock perfectly
mated to the precision-machined action via integrated carbon
fiber bedding pillars to guarantee exceptional performance.

and component suppliers have posed
challenges for so many manufacturers. Those who succeed under these
circumstances will need to be flexible and creative. It has been evident
that established industry partner relationships are invaluable to us all.
Let’s hope the current environment
is temporary, and we will see it get
much better.

“Those who
succeed under these
circumstances will
need to be flexible and
creative.”
HR: How has the growth of precision shooting competitions affected
your business?
Christensen: Precision longrange shooting is absolutely one of
the fastest-growing demographics
in the shooting industry. There are
many who are involved in formal
competitions, and many more who
are informally stretching their longdistance shooting ability at every
opportunity. The platforms that lend
themselves to long-range precision
shooting are some of our fastestselling rifles. There are no season

dates or bag limits for this discipline. What a great way to celebrate
the Second Amendment, with a
little trigger therapy.
HR: I’m a customer. Tell me why I
should buy and use your products.
Christensen: It is the mission of
Christensen Arms to offer worldclass firearms, and then back them
up with world-class customer support to our dealers and customers.
We are working hard every day to
provide a rifle that you are proud to
own and shoot. Christensen Arms
will be there to assist if needed
while also pushing the limits on materials and design applications for
your next favorite rifle.
HR: Same question, but this time
I’m a retailer. Tell me why I should
be selling your products.
Christensen: We feel a real
responsibility to our dealers and
distributors. We realize that we
only succeed at our business as you
succeed at yours. It has always been
our goal to be one of the top-tier
firearms companies and to provide
top-tier support anytime needed.
We continue to see unprecedented
growth with each passing day, and
the recipe to continued success is
our relationship with our dealers
and distributors.

HR: Technology and materials
continue to evolve. What do you
believe we will see in the next 10 to
15 years with firearms for shooting,
self-defense and hunting?
Christensen: Technology and
materials continue to improve and
change the world we live in. This
will be especially true in the firearms industry in the coming years.
We are very excited to see what the
possibilities are for our industry. We
have long been in the position to be
an industry leader in the application of new materials and advanced
processes. As the industry experiences new advances, we will be in a
position to be a part of bringing it to
our dealers and customers.
HR: Thanks again for your time.
Anything else you’d like to tell us
about Christensen Arms?
Christensen: From where we are,
the future is very bright. We look
forward to the challenges of the
growth in production while pushing
the limits in product development.
We look forward to earning the
continued support from our current
dealers and customers while pushing our teams to grow the brand and
expand the customer base every day.
We truly feel fortunate to be a part
of a great American tradition and
hope that it will remain strong for
many years to come. HR
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Is It Time to Expand?
There are some key considerations to keep in mind when you’re thinking about
expanding into a second location by buying an existing business.

BY MICHAEL D. FAW

I

f you pause to look at your checkbook, savings and the
cash you may have on hand, plus the many aisles of
goods and stocked shelves bulging with merchandise
that surround you, you have accomplished a lot as a
retailer. As you take inventory and access what you have accomplished, you may also note that you have key employees
who connect well with customers, help you be profitable,
and keep your business running smoothly and successfully.
Things are going well, very well.
Could things, however, be better? Is it time to expand, and
would you possibly consider opening a second store at another location? Is there an opportunity to buy a competitor?
Expanding into the second or third store and location are
how many big-box retailers began their expansion growth
cycle. It is the classic American way: more and bigger is
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better. Could this be the path for you to increase sales and
pump up profits?
Having more floor space and that second location does
make you eligible for discounts from many wholesalers because of your increased buying power. A second, third and
maybe more locations can also provide additional business
advantages, including more customers, more goods sold and
more cash flow. More locations also means more brand and
business recognition.
Before you sign on the line or buy an existing business or
building for a second location, there are many details, and
questions that need answers and attention. You will also have
to do some serious soul searching about your personal time,
your long-term goals and your relationship with your employees. You must face the fact that you can’t be in more than one

↑ If you’re buying an existing
business, get it in writing that key
employees and the current owner
will be required to stay on during
the transfer period.
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→ There are many avenues to finding a second or additional
location for business, from driving around to searching ads
and asking customers.
place at one time. Some business owners fail with
additional locations because they fail to hire the
right employees and try to do everything themselves — this is, of course, impossible.
Expansion to additional locations has helped
many successful businesses become even more
successful. Is it time for you?

Finding the Best X

If you decide to buy an existing business or new
location and open an additional hunting retail
business there, finding the next location can be
simple if you know how to follow the clues. First,
simply ask around in your business circle or quiz
family and friends. Next, ask your employees if
they have heard customers mention competitors
who are faltering or closing. As always in business, listening to your customers can generate
ideas, opportunities and profits. Their comments
can guide you to new markets and locations.
You can also do research for a second location or store front by looking at local business
publications and in the public notice section in
the back of newspapers. Focus on the foreclosures. Another top research tactic for businesses
or locations is to go shopping and note what you
see. Look around your competitor’s store, shelves,
parking lot and neighborhood. Make notes and
comparisons if you are a similar retailer and work
in the same markets.
Save yourself time and money by finding the
existing open-and-operating business or location
yourself. It’s important to note that some businesses fail because of a changing environment at
the location, so look closely and note problems or
pending difficulties. While buying another hunting retailer space has some advantages, it could
bring problems. Those or similar problems could
also be found with any building, so look at the
clues and challenges.
When shopping for that additional space and
place, determine a best fit, including location,
potential customer base, that site’s local competition, and other basic business factors. Also
consider the long list of advantages and disadvantages, with your time being one — a big one.
Then you have to determine how you will pay for
← When buying an existing hunting retailer business, be
certain the inventory comes with the business — and that it’s
sellable.
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TIME TO EXPAND

the second location and how long it will take to
reach the break-even point. A top strategy is to
determine the numbers, then let these sit for a few
days and revisit, since many of these numbers are
based on best guesstimates. Applying the earnings per square foot of your current location may
be a starting point in estimates, but many variables from the parking lot and street out front to
the loading dock and your warehouse area affect
that number. Calculate carefully.
In those calculations, determine whether you
will need a loan, what the details of that might
be, and other ways to pay for the new location and
the inventory inside. The size of the new location
can also determine how much inventory you will
need to buy to continue — or increase — your
existing business model. You must also take a
look at the industry and its trends, especially the
online versus brick-and-mortar models.
If the second business location was being used
for something other than a hunting retail location,
you must also factor in working to call attention to the new business there. This can be more
costly than purchasing a business that is currently
operating in your same industry and market
space. The least expensive route, obviously, is
to purchase a competitor and simply change the
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↑ Having more than one location offers business advantages,
including discounts with some wholesalers.

name on the front of the building if you wish. If
the business is operating in your market segment, determine why it is being sold. It’s a fact
that some neighborhoods do not support certain
businesses because of controversies, past business
events and other factors beyond your control.
When doing your due diligence on second or
third locations, let your current employees and
possibly a business broker and your accountant
help determine the numbers — and the potential.
Expect to sign a confidentiality agreement before
the current owner or owner’s representative will
discuss any numbers or customer-base details.
Have them also sign one covering your information.
If you work with a real estate professional, be
certain they provide numbers and details from
street departments, electrical utilities and city
councils or county commissioners. Get these
numbers in writing, and make calls and confirm
the numbers and details. Don’t leave any stones
unturned, or you could be in for a big surprise
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“You must also take a look at
the industry and its trends,
especially the online versus
brick-and-mortar models.”

months from now, such as an ordinance that will
be implemented that bans the sale of guns or ammunition in that location. You need to research
and determine if a change in ownership requires
updates to the building, including fire suppression, restrooms, disabled access and long list of
upgrades. Studying local business codes and noting any grandfather clauses could save you from
surprise expenditures in the future.

A Detailed Look Inside

If you do buy a business that is similar to the one
you currently operate, take a hard look at what’s
inside and on the shelves. Make notes on inventory,
its quality and potential to sell, the fixtures used
to hold and display that inventory, and security
and storage, and note any outdated goods. Make

written notes about repairs or modifications you
would make to update the building or floor plan,
and estimate those costs. Get a look at the current
business’ tax returns and operating budgets.
It also pays to legally require in writing as part
of the contract and offer that the seller — and
key employees — stay on location and work for a
month (more or less) so you can be introduced to
the client base, suppliers and vendors there, along
with learning about important times such as the
garbage pickup schedule, other key successes the
business profited from, and even some programs
or policies that were failures. You may also put in
writing that the current owner and key employees
not open another location or work for competitors
for a year or more. Key insights from the current
owner, managers and any employees can save
you time and money because you do not have to
reinvent the wheel in that location. It is smart to
include a clause that after 30 days — or a set time
period — that you can walk away from the deal if
you discover a serious discrepancy or hidden operation expense. A good business lawyer can help
with these details, but you need an exit if you
suddenly learn something that was not disclosed
that means more operating costs or major losses.
Keeping owners and employees on site will
also help with meeting the new customer base.
An introduction by the exiting owner can help
customers learn a change is coming while also
helping you determine details on that local market. Those customers will be your new profit center, so listen to their comments and pay very close
attention to when and what they buy. This could
help you also determine what to stock and sell.
Another thing you will need to understand and
see numbers on are any current employees in the
business, customer lists and lease agreements.
These are all details that need attention and can
help you make a solid — and profitable — business decision. Look also at local taxes, local
minimum wage numbers for any employees you
may keep, and other numbers that can add to your

↑ Looking at tax statements and profit-and-loss details can
help you make a smart decision about whether to buy the
business or keep searching. Ask for the paperwork, and have
your accountant inspect it.
costs before you ever open the front door for business operation. Get your accountant and business
lawyer involved in these steps.

Compare Apples to Apples

Comparisons of similar businesses and your current business is a great starting point with numbers and details. Compare the business and location to others that have sold in that neighborhood
or region. Vacant building per square foot sale
prices are a good starting point if no inventory
is involved. Be certain the business comes with
assets and not just a name or a building shell. You
also need to determine if shelves, certain fixtures,
the garbage bin out back, or the alarm system are
owned or leased. Get these details in writing, and
if you are looking at the current business’ operating numbers, look under monthly and yearly
payments to find leased equipment or other often
undisclosed numbers. It’s not that the seller may
be hiding those details; it’s often the case that the
numbers and costs have been paid so long that
they are just a standard cost of business.
If you find a business or building that is looking favorable, you will need to develop a business
plan there to include marketing and sales plans.
This new location may also require something
your current location may not — a manager’s
salary. Remember, your time is money, so plan to
use it wisely in your shop locations.
With the right information, determination and
experience, you and your team could successfully
acquire and operate a second business or location
and grow your bottom line. Remember also the
quote from John McGrath: “The greatest competitor you’ll ever come up against is self-doubt.”
Expansion is exciting. HR
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Binocular Selling for Dummies
Everything you need to know about selling the right bino to the right customer.

BY DAVID REARICK

W

hen it comes to
binoculars, there
is a lot more to
differentiating brands and
models than just cheap, midgrade and expensive. While,
without question, high-end/
quality binoculars generally
cost more than lower-grade
binoculars, that doesn’t
necessarily mean that every
hunter needs a $3,000 pair of
binos to satisfy their needs.
While there is much that can
be said about high-end optics
in regard to performance,
understanding a customer’s
need, finding the right set for
their application, and picking
something within their budget are the first steps in making the customer comfortable
with their purchase. After
all, the goal is to have them
purchase a new pair of optics,
not leave to shop elsewhere,
having never seen the option
that actually fits their need.
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“High-quality optics are
expensive, in part, due to
the costs incurred to
manufacture them. It isn't
just a marketing gimmick.”

What’s in a Price?

Price is never the definitive discriminator
between quality, but it can be a pretty good indicator. Speaking frankly, all optics start with
the same basic glass, but to get glass ground,
polished and coated to maximize transmission
and minimize imperfections requires multiple
processing steps, significant labor, and expensive
equipment. Additionally, manufacturing methods that increase robustness, reduce failure and
increase life expectancy require higher-quality
materials. High-quality optics are expensive, in
part, due to the costs incurred to manufacture
them. It isn’t just a marketing gimmick.
With that said, that doesn’t necessarily mean
that a $3,000 pair of binoculars is six times better than a $500 pair, nor does it mean that a $200
pair is a waste of money. Each has a purpose, and
sometimes even a single buyer would be better
served having multiple pairs — like one pair for
hunting out West and another pair for back at
home. What the price of optics really implies is
that for a buyer who wants the best edge-to-edge
optical transmission, specifically in low light, it
comes at a cost. Simply put, manufacturers don’t
put $1,000 glass in a $200 pair of binoculars, and
yes, there is a big difference.
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BINO SELLER'S GUIDE

Having worked at an optics counter in the past,
I heard many customers say they wanted the best
binoculars money could buy. After I showed them
some optics, they would balk at the price of a
pair of Swarovskis, often stating that their current pair, which cost thousands less, were just as
good. While I would have loved to tell them that
it is simply impossible and get into all the nerdy
details about optics, I would smile, and then have
them run different binoculars through an impromptu shootout.
A few simple tests to showcase the differences
between optics is to first put a plastic circle the
size of a quarter inside the objective of the binocular and see if they can still “see” through it.
For quality optics that are edge-to-edge polished
and coated, you won’t even notice it. For cheaper
optics, the “view” is impaired. Next, I would
walk them outside and start by having them look
at features in shadows, not bright light, and then
focus through the shadow from front to back. For
instance, through tree branches. Quality optics
will finely focus from branch to branch and the
features and color will be sharp, while lower-end
optics will start to blur features, mute color, and
not focus nearly as finely. I would always state,
if you are trying to count points on a buck at 100
yards in some brush, which one would be better?
After illustrating the drastic differences in
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contrast, focus and color between binoculars at
different price points outside, I would bring them
back inside. Inside I had strategically placed a
price sticker on a post about 10 yards from the
counter. I would ask them to read the price to
me and step them closer and closer, removing
optics from the shootout that were unable to focus
that closely until we were down to one. It goes
without saying that the highest-quality optic, not
necessarily the most expensive, always won in
all categories from the selected group. The key
is that not every binocular shootout had a pair of
Swarovski or Leica in it. Instead, the shootout
included only binoculars up to the price they were
comfortable with. In fact, at the time, Nikon had
an incredible pair of low-cost 10x42s that I sold a
lot of, as they would outperform binoculars twice
their price. While we made less profit on them,
I had much greater success making the sale to
people that were wavering at higher-priced options while still providing them the best choice at
their price point.

Do Power and Objective Size Matter?

What do the numbers 8x32, 15x56, etc. really
mean? The first of those number is simple: It
stands for magnification. In simple terms, 10X
binoculars make the object look 10 times closer.
While that sounds like a simple choice, selling a

15X pair of binoculars to a hunter who intends
to handhold them in a treestand while archery
hunting will leave the customer frustrated and
unhappy and likely with a headache. Selling
the right power to a buyer is actually simple.
For close-range hunting, 8X or 10X will do. For
longer-range hunting, 10X or 12X is great for
handheld operation, and anything 15X or larger
should be relegated to mounting on a tripod. In
most cases, 10X is ideal for nearly all scenarios.
Specific scenarios where 8X would be preferred
is in the timber where a bigger field of view allows for quick acquisition. On the other hand, 12
or 15X is ideal for long-range scenarios where it
is more common to glass 500 yards or farther.
What often confuses people is the second number in 10x42. Why does the 42 really matter? Just
like riflescopes, the x42 stands for the objective
size. Simply put, this is what “gathers” all the
light. Optics from the same maker with the same
quality glass will always be brighter when fitted
with a larger objective, especially at sunrise or
sunset. Additionally, the larger the objective, the
bigger the field of view, which allows for quicker
acquisition of targets and a bigger scanning
area. While the obvious suggestion would be to
always get the biggest objective possible, the bigger the objective, the heavier the binos are and
the more uncomfortable they are to hold. If the
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Modular,
Dedicated,
Sub-MOA
Hunting
Rifles
The Brenton MHR allows you to change
upper receivers in seconds to swap
between calibers. Welcome to the
future of the hunting rifle.

Purpose built AR platform
hunting rifles for the discerning
outdoorsman.

9 DIFFERENT BOTTLE-KNECK AND
STRAIGHT-WALL CHAMBERINGS AVAILABLE
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A Bino for Every Budget
Selling a customer the right binocular means fi nding them the best option in their price
range. While this list is not all encompassing, it provides a good overview of options in
different price ranges and includes a variety of brands that all make other options at lower
and higher price points.

Around $100
For the customer who is on an extreme budget, it’s
tough to do better than Bushnell’s Prime series. Prime
binos come in six confi gurations from 8X to 12X and
have waterproof construction. Bushnell’s Exo Barrier
coating protects the lenses from water, fog, smudges
and debris. MAP starts at $89.99 and goes up to
$179.99 depending on confi guration.

Less than $400
Leupold’s BX-2 Alpine HD binoculars are available in
8, 10, and 12 powers with objectives of 42 and 50mm.
They have very good glass at the price point and include
great features. They are also backed with Leupold’s legendary warranty. For users looking for good quality at a
lower price point, these are a great option.

$400-$1,000
Vortex’s Viper HD binocular line is an excellent low- to
middle price-range option. One of Vortex’s fi rst offerings, they nonetheless are of outstanding quality. Available in 8, 10 and 12X, these binoculars have
excellent light capturing capability as the optics
are multi-coated with great edge-to-edge clarity. They’re really easy on the eyes, and they feel
great in-hand for long days afi eld. Vortex’s warranty program is also exceptional.

$1,000-$2,000
Zeiss has long been a leader in high-end optics. Many
high-quality microscopes rely on Zeiss optics, not to
mention their camera lenses are second to none. The
Conquest HD line is extensive, from 8 all the way up to
15X with objectives from 32 to 56mm. An exceptional
value in this price range, they have great light transmission and are incredibly sharp. For the money, they are
hard to beat.

$2,000 plus
Swarovski’s new 8, 10 and 12X (32 and 42mm) NL Pure
binoculars are incredible. In addition to increasing light
transmission a full percent over their popular ELs (yes, a
1% increase is outstanding), they also increase the FOV
by about 50 feet at 1,000 yards! This means more scanning areas for users and more light transmission to boot.
It took 10 years for Swarovski to get these binos from
concept to market, and it was worth the wait. They aren’t
cheap, but they are top of their class.
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buyer is only going to keep them in their vehicle,
a x56mm objective would work, but if the buyer
intends to carry them on their chest all day out
West and handhold them, by the end of the day,
they will be regretting not going with the x42s.

Other Considerations

For users who intend to use the binoculars hunting out West, the better the optics, the less eye
strain and fatigue. Hunting out West, where
glassing for hours is commonplace, is no situation
for a pair of $100 binoculars. While this is a difﬁcult selling point to get across as all glass appears
100% transparent, the reality is that optical transmission on great glass is in the 90% range, while
cheap glass can be lower than 80%. Additionally,
high-quality glass is distortion-free, where cheap
glass can have signiﬁcant distortion. Because of
those two factors, a good analogy is the difference between looking through a freshly cleaned
and a slightly smudged window.
In the end, selling optics comes down to
knowing the buyer and presenting them with
the appropriate choices for their pocketbook and
application. While dazzling them with percent
light transmission, etc., may work, as they say,
the proof is in the pudding. Running a shopper
through a quick “shootout” will allow them to
make their own decision, and if they are still on
the fence, having them come back at dusk will
open a lot of eyes in regard to what makes $3,000
pair of binos different than a $300 pair. In nearly
every case, the more expensive binoculars will
shine at dusk, and in some cases, actually make
things look brighter through the eyepiece than
they do in real life. HR
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TOUGHEST IN CLASS.
50,000-HR. BATTERY LIFE.

BUILT LIKE YOUR
LIFE DEPENDS ON IT.
THE RXS-250 REFLEX SIGHT.

Waterproof, dustproof and just about bombproof, it’s engineered to get on target in any situation. The aircraft-grade
aluminum housing is torture tested and proven to hold zero through extreme abuse, like a drop onto concrete
mounted to a standard-sized, fully loaded pistol. The night-vision-compatible and daylight bright 4-MOA dot cuts
through every lighting condition, with a true-tone multi-coated lens that boasts over 90% light transmission without blue
and purple hues that can hinder low light target acquisition. Compatible with DeltaPoint slide-cuts, optics-ready plates,
and the included Weaver-style rail mount to fit nearly any small-arms platform. The RXS-250 is ready for anything.

LIFETIME

BRIGHT 4-MOA DOT with a crisp
Point Source LED system featuring
10 brightness settings and a 12 hour
user-selectable timer.

PURPOSE-BUILT.

IRONCLAD
WARRANTY

BUSHNELL.COM/RXS
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SELL THESE
ACCESSORIES
TO CROSSBOW
HUNTERS
Crossbow hunters use the
same accessories as compound
bowhunters but need a few extra
items. Here’s what you should be
selling and why.
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BY ALAN CLEMONS

F

orget the debates about compounds versus crossbows and
which is more “real,” better,
sporting or whatever. Many of your
customers probably shoot crossbows or at least have some interest
in them or will at some point in the
future due to age, injury or opportunity. There is no debate whatsoever
that crossbows are highly effective
for taking down big game.
The leap in crossbow technology
and design, especially the latter, in
the last decade has been remarkable. Forget about speed. Hunters
today know even the slowest, most
basic crossbows can get the job
done. What they’re looking at is the
weight and width of the crossbow
they’ll take into the ﬁeld. Weight
is being trimmed here and there.
Width is another matter entirely.
We have gone from wide-limbed
crossbows to some today measuring
less than 10 inches at full draw and
barely more than that when relaxed.
That makes a big difference when
you’re in a treestand with limbs to
navigate, or a ground blind or shooting house with narrow windows.
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CROSSBOW ACCESSORIES

The ﬁrst crossbow I shot and hunted with about 15 years ago
was a Horton Hunter Max 150. It did not have ﬁnger safety rails or
a trigger safety. The cocking mechanism was my boot toe to hold
it down and two arms to pull the cable into locking position. It was
topped by a 4x32 scope, ﬁred aluminum arrows and came with a
hard plastic carrying case that seemed as big as a golf course putting green. I killed a few deer with it. None went more than 10 or 15
yards, at most, before they died in a pool of blood. Feral pigs don’t
like crossbows, either. Nothing with four legs likes crossbows.
Your cash register will like crossbows, though, when you sell
them and the accessories for them. The crossbow is a big hit, but
accessories keep hunters coming back for more. They’re going to
blow off nocks and ﬂetching, lose arrows, want more broadheads,
see broadheads they believe might work better than what they’re
using, and will like to see the other latest accessories to help them
in the ﬁeld. Their buddies will hear about something or a popular
video crew will use something, and it will spark interest.
Consider these things when you’re running specials in late summer and on into the hunting season.

↓ Ameristep’s shooting stick is a
versatile tool for hunters, who can
use it while walking or in the blind
or stand to support a crossbow
or rifle.

Safety Equipment
Safety harnesses and lifelines don’t garner a second thought today
for most hunters, especially younger ones. They’ve grown up hearing about harnesses, lifelines and apparel designed to accommodate the tether hookups. Safety harnesses are inexpensive insurance. Many states require their use on public lands. Make a point to
highlight these items on an end
cap or in a highly visible location. It’s not taboo to mention or
discuss how these products can
literally be lifesavers when used
correctly. Tell your customers
you want to see them again to
hear some successful hunting
stories, and that using safety
gear can help.

Arrows and
Broadheads
Crossbow arrows haven’t dived
completely into the micro sizes
like those built for compound
bows have, but it won’t be long
before they do. Given today’s
accuracy and precision with
crossbows, hunters are capable
of blowing up arrows in their
targets before they get into the
ﬁeld. That’s bad for them but
good for your sales team. Keep
enough arrows on hand to have
them ready for summer practice
and the season.
Broadheads also are becoming more speciﬁc for crossbows,
especially expandable heads.
A selection of the most popular
heads — ﬁ xed and expandable
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— is a great idea. Remind your team to emphasize having extra
heads when hunters are shopping for them.
Targets, of course, are also a must for crossbow hunters. The
power delivered by a crossbow necessitates targets that can stop
hard-hitting arrows. Make sure buyers know the difference.

Shooting Sticks
This may be the best possible accessory to sell to crossbow hunters.
If you’re making a “Get Ready for the Season” area in your store
and site, be sure to include these. Crossbows have improved greatly
in design in the last decade, including in weight reduction — but
they’re still heavy. Holding one steady for long periods is challenging while a suspicious doe or buck stands in your shooting lane.
Sitting in a ground blind with a tripod rest allows the crossbow
to be quickly placed and shifted into position. A monopod rest in a
ladder or climbing stand, or if the hunter is on a stalk, works like a
champ. Shooting rests offer collapsible and locking sections, rotating ball heads and other solid features. Make these a big part of your
crossbow sales push this season. They might be a great accessory
to pair with a bow for a discount; buy the bow, get the shooting rest
at whatever percent off. Deﬁnitely keep these in mind to suggest to
hunters, whether they’re using a crossbow, handgun or riﬂe.

Ground Blinds
The upside to treestands is being elevated and having an overview
of your surroundings. This is a plus whether you’re using a bow,
crossbow or ﬁ rearm. Many more hunters are getting into ground
blinds, however, as they ﬁ nd that being on the ground offers a different, safer and unique experience. In a ground blind, you’re on
the same level with deer, hogs and other game. Offering a few good
ground blinds is a great way to ring up additional sales.
Along with the blind, hunters usually will want a good chair to
sit in. If they have family, especially young children or grandchildren, a ground blind, comfortable chairs and unique views make
hunting a more enjoyable experience. Hunters can outﬁt a blind
with brush or set up a camera nearby. A good ground blind offers
viewing through one or more slots or mesh, and it can be put up
quickly or left out in one spot for the season. These are prime sell-
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Hot Products to Consider
Customers will be on the lookout this summer for these items and others in your store.
Here are some things to consider that have been put through the test by our team.

The Yellow Jacket YJ-450 Plus block targets from Morrell Targets are designed to stop arrows from crossbow, bow and
airbow arrows traveling up to 450 feet per second. They have
four sides for longer life, are constructed with 94
layers to stop arrows, and are freestanding.
www.morelltargets.com

↑ Ground blinds blend into surroundings when the proper
location is selected, and moreso with the addition of native
vegetation. Clipping limbs to add to the sides and top or in
loops on the blind give it a more realistic appearance.
ing points for your staff to make to crossbow hunters
(especially older ones).

Treestands, of Course
While ground blinds may be seeing more of a surge,
it’s impossible to forget about treestands. Ladder
stands, climbers and lock-on stands are used throughout the country. Whether you have a good deal on basic
stands or are offering top-of-the-line double stands
with heavy-duty construction, hunters will be seeking
these for their property. Crossbow hunters, like others,
want to get these stands put together and in the woods
well before the season opens. Lock-ons and climbers,
of course, are portable, but some hunters enjoy putting
them out early, too. Have these ordered and ready to
pitch to hunters well before the season opens.

Optics and Rangefinders
Improvements in crossbow speeds and accuracy have
resulted in the same for optics. Hunters want to dial in a
crossbow for their preferred ranges. Whether it’s out to
30 or 40 yards or possibly 70 or more with some select
crossbows, optics play a critical role. Crossbow scopes
often are part of packages now, especially with higherpriced bows that also come with arrows, tips and other
items. Buyers may be ﬁne with the optics in the package, but be sure to suggest others you have for sale.
What is not part of a package deal is a rangeﬁ nder,
which every hunter should use in the ﬁeld. Along with
establishing accurate, ethical distances for shots, the
rangeﬁ nder can be a source of fun during a boring period in a long hunt. With children or grandchildren,

Shooting sticks can be made from a tree limb, but
that limb won’t adjust, break down or be lightweight. Ameristep makes a simple, lightweight
shooting stick that adjusts from 32 to 72 inches. It
has twist-locks for easy adjustments, is made of aluminum, and can double for big game or turkey season.
Additionally, it is a great, affordable and inexpensive bit of
insurance as a center support for the hub-spoke blinds. Raise it to
72 inches, perhaps put a block or rock under the bottom if necessary, and center the VYoke under the blind hub. It will help snow and rain roll off. www.ameristep.com
Plano’s new Stealth archery cases are
super for crossbows and bows. The
cases have a fabric-coated exterior over EVA-molded shells. Drop
in a crossbow or bow, secure with
buckles and go. They’re not airline
approved, but for truck and camp
travel, these are great. Gone are
the days of the giant, hard plastic
cases (unless your customers are fl ying) for local trips. The Stealth cases fi t
most standard crossbows up to 37.5 inches
long and 18.85 inches wide. www.planomolding.com
Ameristep’s new-for-2021 Pro Series Extreme View Hub Blind should turn heads
thanks to its large footprint and one-way mesh. That’s right, you can see out, but whatever’s outside can’t see inside. It’s like one-way glass. The Extreme View has fi ve sides, is 37 percent larger than
standard blinds, and offers 12 window openings that move quietly
thanks to the Silent Slide system. Its Durashell Plus fabric
will withstand the elements,
and a black interior helps
hunters disappear.
www.ameristep.com
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CROSSBOW ACCESSORIES

“Broadheads also are becoming
more speciﬁc for crossbows.
Carrying a selection of the
most popular broadheads —
ﬁ xed and expandables —
is a great idea.”
rangeﬁ nders can provide teaching moments about
ethics and judging distances. Be sure to have a good
selection of these on hand, along with items such as
lanyards to attach to harnesses or belt loops. Retractable wire lanyards keep rangeﬁ nders secure and close
until needed, and they are inexpensive accessories
worth offering.

Scent Control
One of the most discussed topics for hunting is scent
control. It’s no secret this is one of the biggest segments of the hunting industry. Whether you believe
in cover scents, odor-killing scents and the assorted
products isn’t the issue. Many of your customers believe in them, which is why they’ll be asking about
them, looking at the newest items, searching for their
old favorites, and possibly mixing their oldie goldies
with something new. This area covers the gamut, from
lockers and blockers to deodorant and body wash, as
well as sprays for apparel, boots and gear. Vivid signs
and display areas can highlight the section in your shop
where these items are located. Don’t make customers
search for these. One other tip: Don’t combine cover
scents with attractants, such as deer urine. Keep them
separate so as to avoid possible confusion.

Game Cameras
These are no-brainer sales items. Crossbow hunters
will use game cameras, especially cellular cameras that
are improving in technology, to pinpoint travel routes
and other spots for possible stand setups. Do not overlook anything in this important sales segment, either.
Cameras need batteries. Do you stock them, or will
you tell a customer “No, sorry” and make them have
to buy batteries elsewhere? Do you have a selection of
SD cards from SanDisk or another reputable brand that
will work with the cameras you offer? Many camera
companies include an SD card, but hunters will want
more. Have them available, along with anything else,
including metal safety boxes, locks or whatever you believe might make a good display.
Hunting seasons never really end. For whitetail hunters, summer is time to get things lined out, dialed in and
ready for opening day. Be ready for them with a variety
of items and knowledgeable staff who can help. HR
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Barnett’s New Hyper Series Crossbows
Customers will be on the lookout this summer for these items and others in your store.
Here are some things to consider that have been put through the test by our team. Order
now to be ready before hunting season arrives.
The muscular hog stood broadside, about 30 yards away, after emerging from the scrub into the
open fi eld road. It wanted to get into the planted west Texas alfalfa fi eld with the other hogs already
there feeding and being destructive. With four of us trying to put a stalk on the group, the solo hog
now wasn’t so sure.
We froze until it turned its head. We kneeled quickly. I had the Barnett Hypertac 420 crossbow
in motion as we kneeled and now was shouldering it and peering through the Halo scope. The
hog hadn’t moved but still was wary. Roy Wilson, the head guide at the T-Diamond Ranch north of
Abilene, whispered, “Take him when you’re ready.”
Crossbow triggers are not set at low poundage. It takes pressing the trigger fi rmly to launch an
arrow and broadhead — but when it does go, whew. It’s fast. The bow sent the 22-inch Hyperelite
micro-diameter arrow and Bloodsport Gravedigger Extreme chisel tip broadhead through the hog’s
shoulders. It grunted, spun, wobbled about 15 feet and stood there at the three-strand fence while I
began pulling back the bow.
“No need,” Wilson said, smiling and offering his hand. “It’s dead on its feet.” About fi ve seconds
later the wobbly hog fell over. We left it to retrieve later and began moving on to the next hunter
stalking his hog with Wilson. Three fell before nightfall, all in the open stalking with the wind in our
faces.
I hunted at T-Diamond last November from Ameristep ground blinds for hogs and whitetails. The
HyperTac Series crossbows were easy to maneuver in the blinds, which were generous in width
and height. At one point I had seven whitetails around me; none were of our minimum requirement. I
held out until the last day for a deer, instead of shooting hogs from the blinds, but never punched the
whitetail tag. I saw two monstrous boars from the blinds, however. Given what we killed later in the
alfalfa fi eld, those two were far bigger. In hindsight, I should have perforated both of them.
Barnett’s HyperTac Series includes the Whitetail 410, 420, Pro 430 and 420 with CCD (crank
cocking device). The numbers indicate FPS speeds. All are plenty fast and powerful enough to take
down hogs, deer and other game with broadheads and proper shot placement. The bows offer a
variety of features: integrated safety rails, forward tactical grip, adjustable and ambi stocks, quivers,
scopes and more. They’re suited in the new Mossy Oak Terra Gila pattern.
These bows and accessories would make great additions to your shop prior to hunting season.
Hunters looking for affordable, feature-laden crossbows will fi nd them with Barnett’s HyperTac Series. www.barnettcrossbows.com
For information about hunting at the T-Diamond north of
Abilene, visit www.guitarranches.com/t-diamond-lodge/. The
lodge accommodates solo hunters, families or large
groups including business outings, with availability for
deer, hogs, quail and more.
— Alan Clemons
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A HARD WORKINg TEAM

Weatherby Element

Bringing legendary Weatherby reliability and proven success to any hunt, the Element semi-auto uses
a time-tested inertia operating system. With a 3” chamber and available in four popular variants, the
Element is up for the challenge – from the rolling hills to the duck marsh and everything in between.

AVAILABLE VARIANTS
Element Upland

Element Synthetic

Element Tungsten Synthetic

Element Waterfowler Max-5®

Walnut - Matte Blue

Polymer - Matte Blue

Polymer - Cerakote®

Polymer - Realtree Max-5®

DUAL PURPOSE BOLT RELEASE
Depressing the release not only allows the bolt to go forward into battery, it also can be used
to remove shells from the magazine tube without cycling them through the chamber.

BARREL FEATURES

Weatherby Element shotguns have a chrome-lined bore, ventilated top rib, fiber optic front
bead and come with a set of interchangeable chokes.

CUSTOMIZABLE STOCK FIT
Shipped with a set of stock shims, users can easily adjust drop and cast for an individual fit.
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Over-Unders, Red-Dots
and Running Gobblers
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It’s an unusual combo: A red-dot
optic mounted on an over-andunder specifically built for turkey
hunting. But your customers might
want to take a second look.
BY HILARY DYER

I

’ll admit, I was skeptical. I had just rolled into turkey
camp in Montana for a media hunt, and because the trip
was sponsored by Bushnell and CZ-USA, I figured I
knew what to expect gun-wise: Probably a semi-auto or
pump-action 3½-inch 12-gauge with a red-dot sight on top.
Easy.
So when they handed me a camouflaged over-and-under, I
raised an eyebrow. An over-and-under for turkeys?
I had to know why. Why is CZ making an o/u turkey gun
and so few, if any, other manufacturers have tried it? What’s
the point?
In a word: Chokes. “Sometimes birds hang up at 40 or 50
yards,” CZ-USA’s Daniel Holder told me. “But sometimes
they run right at you, especially if you’re ‘reaping’ turkeys,
which is where we got the name of this gun from. The range
changes so fast. You know, at 20 yards, your extra-full
choke is throwing a pattern the size of a softball, and you’re
trying to hit a running bird with that? It’s so easy to miss in
that situation.”
The idea made sense. An over-and-under like the CZ
Reaper Magnum allows you to use two chokes — say, full in
one barrel and IC or mod in the other, so you can kill a bird
at 50 yards or 10 yards as the situation warrants.
Plus, the gun is pretty light — about 6½ pounds — and
has 26-inch barrels, but because the action of an o/u takes
up less than half the space of a semi- or pump action, the
overall length of the gun is still short. In fact, it’s about the
same length as most other turkey guns with 20-inch barrels,
but the CZ Reaper Magnum’s longer barrels allow for a longer forcing cone and better patterns without increasing the
size of the gun as a whole.
The gun wore a Butler Creek Featherlight camo sling for
carrying comfort (no slipping off the shoulder, thank you)
and was topped with Bushnell’s new RXS-250 red-dot sight,
which features a 4-MOA dot, robust construction for durability, and — my favorite part — 50,000 hours of battery
life. I left my dot on the entire three days of the hunt so it
would always be ready; one less thing to worry about doing
at the moment of truth. (It does have a 24-hour auto shutoff
that can be deprogrammed as the user prefers.) The RXS250 has a low profile and sits low on the gun, so I found it
easy to use without having to lift my head for a proper sight
picture.
It all sounded good, but the real test would be how it actually worked afield. On my second day of hunting, after a few
close-but-not-quite-right encounters among the canyons and
ridges of eastern Montana, outfitter Craig Hueter of Tro-
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OVER-UNDERS FOR TURKEYS

↑ Two barrels means two chokes:
Set up one barrel with a full choke
for long-range shots and the other
barrel with a more open choke for
those times when turkeys are running right toward the hunter and
the distance is closing fast.

phies West called an audible. We climbed into the truck and
headed out of the hills and down to some farms with open
ﬁelds, hoping to ﬁnd some strutters.
A couple of failed setups later, we did — purely by accident, we ran right up on three strutters in a ﬁeld just off the
Yellowstone River. Afraid we’d already spooked them, we
backed the truck up, crossed our ﬁngers and started crawling, using a slight rise in terrain provided by an irrigation
ditch as cover. By some miracle, the three of us (another
writer, Matt, was tagging along) made it to the ditch, where
I was able to lay prone and rest the shotgun on the bank.
For 45 minutes, three toms strutted for three hens, staying about 150 yards out, with no way for us to get closer.
Matt, to my left, ran a GoPro and worked a Primos box call,
while Craig, to my right,
waved a Merriam’s fan and
yelped and purred on one
of Primos’ new Hen House
diaphragms (cleverly named
after the women in the Primos ofﬁce, although I didn’t
ask Craig whether he had
chosen the Deb, the Karen,
the Veronica or one of the
others). We were beginning
to lose hope, as the toms —
one in particular — would
glance our way but repeat-

↑ A durable housing and simpleto-use functions make the Bushnell
RXS-250 a natural choice for anything customers want a red-dot for.

edly turn their attention back to the hens. Our hearts sank
when the hens ﬁnally turned and started leaving the ﬁeld,
walking farther and farther from our position.
Two toms started to follow, but one did not. He took a
step in our direction, then another. There was still a lot of
ground to cover, and he was slow and casual, but at least
he was moving toward us and not away from us. Step. Step.
This was taking forever. Bushnell had provided us with new
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↑ A 4-MOA red dot is versatile enough for hunting as well as for target
shooting or self-defense applications, including on a handgun.
Bone Collector 850 rangeﬁnders to use on the hunt: “He’s
at 100 yards,” Craig whispered. “75.” He waved the fan
slightly and the seconds ticked by, agonizingly slow. “60
yards.”
I knew my bottom barrel had a modiﬁed choke and my
top barrel was full-choked, and the selector was set to ﬁ re
the top barrel ﬁ rst. Perfect. I planned to ﬁ re as soon as Craig
called out “40 yards.”
Then, as so often happens in turkey hunting, everything
went haywire. The tom started running toward our position,
and as soon as he did, one of the other toms, who’d been ambling toward us from the back of the ﬁeld with mild disinterest, put on the afterburners and charged our position as well.
The distance was closing fast, and I was about to have two
birds in my face, converging on each other so closely that I
couldn’t safely shoot just one of them.
And this is where the CZ Reaper Magnum proved the
concept of a two-barreled turkey gun for me. I snicked the
safety back and over to swap barrels, then forward again to
ﬁ re. At about 15 yards out, the two birds diverged paths just
enough that when the original tom stuck his head out to the
left, I had a safe line of ﬁ re. I found the red dot and squeezed
off the shot. It was over before any of us had time to process
what had happened.
Back at the lodge that evening, when I had time to reﬂect
on how the hunt had unfolded, it occurred to me how much
easier it had been to adjust on the ﬂy than I’d expected.
Prone, and angled to one side to get the right shot angle, I’d
had no trouble ﬁnding the red dot in my sight and making an
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OVER-UNDERS FOR TURKEYS

accurate shot. And I’d had no trouble switching barrels when the shot
opportunity very quickly changed
from 50+ yards to 20 or less. It was
enough to convince me that an overand-under topped with a reliable red
dot sight — and speciﬁcally the CZ
Reaper Magnum topped with the
Bushnell RXS-250 — just might be
the ideal turkey gun.
That’s not by accident. The
Reaper Magnum, of course, is built
as a dedicated turkey gun, although
Daniel pointed out that it’s equally
at home in the duck blind, in the
upland ﬁelds or on the sporting
clays course. “Yeah, it’s a $1,000
turkey gun,” he said, “but you can
use it for other things as well. It
has some higher-end features like

→ When her turkey ran from 50 yards to 15
yards out in a flash, the author found it simple
and very quick to swap barrels (and chokes).

EvEry ClimE, EvEry PlaCE, EvEry NEEd
Aselkon Shotguns bring quality and versatility to the field with you.
These are top of the line semi-auto shotguns built by one of the most
renowned manufacturers on the planet. Every Aslekon sold by ADCO
is destined to be the only shotgun you will need. Aselkon excellence is
the answer for when good just is not good enough.
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the selector switch and ejectors. It’s made on a similar frame as CZ’s AllAmerican target guns, which are in the $2,500 range. Same internals, same
hammer, same sears, so you’re getting the quality of a higher-end target
gun, but you’re gonna hunt with it.” With a rail and six chokes included, and
an overall weight of about 6½ pounds for easy carrying, it’s built to handle
anything a turkey hunter can throw at it.
Durability is a key component of the Bushnell RXS-250 design as well.
With a cast forged aluminum housing and some slight angles on the sides,
the whole sight is robust and impact-resistant. “When you’re turkey hunting, you’re not exactly worried about your gear,” Bushnell’s Matt Rice said.
“You’re belly-crawling, you’re going through thick cover, and that optic is
going to get hit on stuff at all angles. It’s going to get beat up a little bit.” Plus,
with a battery life of 50,000 hours (that’s ﬁve years on the medium brightness
setting), a hunter can leave the battery on all turkey season or even leave it on
in their bedside handgun safe for years without worrying that they’ll forget to
turn it on at a crucial moment.
All of that is great, but how do you sell the concept to customers who
might wonder why you have a camouﬂaged over-and-under on the shelf?
“It’s hard to understand without taking a few minutes to tell the story to a
customer,” Holder said. “So just ask them: ‘Hey, have you ever had a turkey
run right at you?’ Most hunters have. They’ll relate to the idea of the range
changing quickly, and then they can see the utility of having two choke options. And it’s a lot quicker to change barrels than people think.” It’s also
smart to point out the versatility of a gun like this, as mentioned above. It’s
not just a turkey gun.
Red-dot optics have been popping up on turkey guns with more and more
regularity, and there’s a fair chance your turkey-hunting customers are
already in the market for one. A durable, simple-to-operate option like the
RXS-250 is a natural choice to point out.
“I think when you look at this red-dot to compared to others in its class,”
said Rice, “Bushnell is going to offer you the most value for your money.

®
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“An over-and-under topped with
a reliable red-dot sight just might be
the ideal turkey gun.”

↑ When turkeys come running to the call, the shot distance can change quickly.
This red dot is $50 to $75 below the closest competitor feature-to-feature.
And when you go feature to feature, we’re going to offer you a couple of
added advantages. Battery life and impact resistance are the two things that
are going to propel it above another dot that somebody might be looking at.
“We do have a long history of red-dots, so we’ve been perfecting this,”

he continued. “We have other legacy products in the line that give us that
validation. But really, Bushnell is basing ours on offering the most value at
that price point and surpassing your customer’s expectations. I think $250 is
an affordable price point for most people. You’re not overscoping, as we say,
whether it’s going on a handgun or a rifle, so you’re hitting that price-point
shopper.”
And that’s another major selling point for any red-dot optic: The versatility. Though this red-dot, with a 4-MOA dot that’s just the right size to find
easily but not so big it obscures a turkey’s head, is ideal for a turkey gun,
realistically, a hunter is only going to use it for that purpose a couple months
out of the year. Fortunately, it’s equally at home on a pistol or any other firearm with a rail. Using the DeltaPoint Pro plate, it’s pretty simple to mount
on a pistol, offering a lot of versatility for an MSRP of $250. And if a shopper is looking for a cheaper price point with similar features and a slimmeddown design and battery life, the little brother RXS-100 comes in at just a
hundred bucks.
So, is an over-and-under with a red-dot sight the perfect turkey gun? With
as versatile as the combination is, there’s a strong argument to be made that
it just might be in contention for the title. HR
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GEAR ROUNDUP
HUNTING KNIVES

From self-preservation to camp chores to
field dressing and processing game, knives
are invaluable tools of the hunt.
BY GORDY KRAHN

K

nives are engrained in American culture —
just like baseball, hot dogs, Chevrolets and
apple pie. Nearly every man, boy, woman
and child owns at least one — especially those
who have a passion for hunting. From that ﬁ rst
jackknife gifted from Grandad on Christmas to
the collection of task-speciﬁc knives you now
own as an adult, knives play a big part of everyday life. Hunting knives come in a wide assortment of models — some are generalists by nature,
and many more are designed for speciﬁc tasks.
Switchblade, drop-point, clip-point, skinning,
camping, caping, ﬁ lleting and boning knives, oh
my! Most are fairly inexpensive and will serve
the owner well for many years, so why not own
several? Yes, why not? Savvy retailers agree,
and that’s why they keep a good supply of every
conceivable conﬁguration on hand. Here are 16
dandy models sure to catch the eye of aisle-cruising patrons.

ALLEN COMPANY GAMEKEEPER SWITCHBACK
Ever get tired of sharpening knife after knife trying to get that perfect edge? Never again with the
Switchback replaceable blade knife from Allen
Company (MSRP $32.99). If the blade gets dull,
just replace it with a brand new, razor-sharp one
and keep on cutting. Its folding design allows the
user to safely carry it in the included black polyester sheath or store it away in a pack for when it’s
needed. A comfortable 4-inch handle is easy to maneuver for making fi ne cuts and provides a positive
grip when cutting harder materials. The Switchback
is a fi eld-ready knife with a blade storage compartment in the handle, so it’s always ready to go. It
includes four replacement blades.
www.byallen.com

BENCHMADE MEATCRAFTER
The 15500 Meatcrafter fi xed-blade knife (MSRP $160) features
Benchmade’s new SelectEdge technology — its 28-degree inclusive edge blade combining the balance of a fi ne grain, sharp
edge with carefully engineered blade fl ex. That fl ex has been
designed to fall between the typical characteristics of boning
and fi llet knives, and it’s the fi rst knife in the Benchmade line to
feature CPM-154 stainless steel. This unique knife is designed
to serve as a hybrid fi eld-to-kitchen tool, with a blade that can be
the go-to choice for deboning meat in the fi eld or prep work before steaks hit the grill or smoker. The 15500 Meatcrafter sports
a 6.08-inch blade and santoprene handle and comes with a
Boltaron sheath.
www.benchmade.com
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BEAR & SON CUTLERY
A08 AUTOMATIC
Bear & Son Cutlery’s Lockback
A08 series of automatic knives
(MSRP $158.75-$174.99) combines
traditional look and feel with an on-demand action, priced to fi t the budget and lifestyle of the American workforce. Available in three
different handle materials — rosewood, genuine
India stag and black G10 — its 440 stainless steel
blade swiftly folds open with a fi rm push of a polished, recessed button. The knife fi ts comfortably
in any pocket or hand, and its EDM precision
locking mechanism ensures safe and reliable
operation under the most strenuous tasks. The
A08 Automatic knife sports a 2.75-inch blade,
weighs just 2.9 ounces and features a stout, polished pocket clip as well as a lanyard hole.
www.bearandsoncutlery.com
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CASE KNIVES ORANGE SYNTHETIC RIDGEBACK HUNTER
The all-new Orange Synthetic Ridgeback Hunter from Case Knives (MSRP $55.99) is a highly durable
fi xed-blade skinning knife that weighs only 4.3 ounces. Its sabre concaved blade is constructed with Case
Tru-Sharp stainless steel, a special high-carbon steel that helps the blades hold an edge longer than conventional steel, and measures 4.1 inches with 3.38 inches of cutting edge. The full length of the knife is
8.6 inches. The handle is made from a textured synthetic material to provide a strong grip, and the orange
color makes the knife more visible when not in use to prevent it from becoming lost.
www.caseknives.com

BUCKNBEAR KNIVES MAMBA HUNTER
BnB’s small, lightweight Mamba Hunter (MSRP
$99) is a great choice in an everyday carry
drop-point fi xed-blade hunting knife. It features
a 256-layer Damascus (1095 and 15N20) steel
blade with an extended belly edge and jimping-like
grooves along its spine. The Mamba’s textured G10
handle provides a comfortable, positive grip, and a
leather sheath with belt clip is included. The knife
weighs in at 10 ounces and has an overall length of
8.5 inches and a blade length of 3.5 inches. Each
BnB knife comes with a lifetime warranty.
www.bnbknives.com

COLD STEEL DOUBLE SAFE HUNTER
Cold Steel has expanded its Double Safe Hunter line of folding lockback knives with three new colors —
camo, orange and green (MSRP $39.99-$44.99). The Double Safe Hunter series features added security
via a rocker lock secondary safety mechanism that is shock- and impact-resistant and prevents unintentional blade deployment. It has a thin glass-fi lled nylon handle and slip-resistant texturing and fi nger
groove. The Double Safe Hunter has a 3.5-inch high-carbon 8Cr14MoV stainless steel blade treated to
57-58 Rockwell hardness, making it tough, corrosion resistant and easy to sharpen. It includes a steel
pocket clip for securing in pants or pack pockets, a thumb stud to assist opening, and a hole through
the back of the handle to accommodate a lanyard.
www.coldsteel.com

DAWSON KNIVES COPPER
CANYON
One-hundred percent designed and
handcrafted in the USA, the CPM-3V steel
Copper Canyon knife from Dawson Knives (retail
$330) features the next evolution in blade steel
— wearing three times longer than D2. Its trailingpoint blade is a classic skinning pattern, easily
peeling back hide and dressing out game. The handle features a deep fi nger choil and thumb ramp to
help “choke up” on the blade for easy handling and
additional control. Heat-treated in-house for maximum toughness, durability and edge-holding capability, the Copper Canyon has a clear Cerakote
fi nish that protects the blade from corrosion, and
its textured G10 handle will not swell, split, warp
or crack. It includes a custom-fi tted leather Kydex
sheath.
www.dawsonknives.com

GERBER DOWNWIND CAPER
Gerber’s Downwind knife series is a nod to the aesthetics of the past married with modern-day materials
for increased durability and effi ciency. The DownWind Caper (MSRP $37) features machined multi-layer
G-10 scales to provide grip that increases when the handle gets wet or bloody, and subtle jimping on
the spine and positive control choils throughout the hand ergonomics empower users to maintain positive control of the knife. The Caper has a lanyard hole and is housed in a waxed canvas sheath for a traditional look and feel. The 2.1-ounce knife has an overall length of 7.24 inches and a blade length of 3.46
inches, and its tall grind is excellent for delivering clean slices.
www.gerbergear.com
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COLUMBIA RIVER KNIFE & TOOL BIWA
When even the slightest extra weight matters, the Biwa lightweight hunting and fi shing fi xedblade knife from CRKT (MSRP $49.99) is a great choice. At only 1.6 ounces, it tucks away
inconspicuously but comes out swinging when needed. Designer Alan Folts of Melbourne,
Florida, created the custom knife that was to become the Biwa after weathering pressure
from his minimalist friends to make a do-it-all hunting knife that weighs as little as possible.
Named after a species of Japanese trout, the Biwa has a long distal taper on the satin-fi nished blade and is a powerhouse for paring, capping and more. It features checkering on its
G10 handle and a strong, injection-molded sheath that lashes easily to a backpack.
www.crkt.com

KNIVES OF ALASKA LEGACY
Inspired by one of the greatest knife makers of
all time, Bob Loveless, the Legacy is Knives of
Alaska’s newest addition to its fi xed-blade lineup
(MSRP $249.99). Beginning with a razor-sharp
D2 high carbon 59 to 61 Rockwell hardness rating
steel blade and sporting a full tapered tang combined with a beautiful stag handle, this knife has it
all — looks, performance and pride of ownership. Its
stainless steel fi nger guard promotes safe operation, and the knife fi ts snugly into an included highquality genuine American leather sheath. The Legacy has an overall length of 8 inches and a blade
length of 3.25 inches. It weighs in at 4.2 ounces
and has a blade bevel of 18 to 20 degrees.
www.knivesofalaska.com

HAVALON TALON HUNT PACK
The new Havalon Talon hunting knife (MSRP $79.99) features the
company’s Quik-Change II Interchangeable Cutlery System — an
internal locking mechanism that allows users to seamlessly change
blades without losing any cutting area. The Talon’s adaptable design accommodates any style Talon blade, big or small, with the
press of a button and also features a removable back panel for
easy cleanup after use. It comes with a rugged nylon roll-pack to
store a variety of blade styles and sizes. With an infi nite list of uses
and possibilities, the Talon is a solid choice for any style of hunting
and includes two 3.5-inch gut hook combo blades, one 5-inch fi llet
blade and one 3.5-inch semi-serrated blade. www.havalon.com

ONTARIO KNIFE COMPANY KEENE VALLEY HUNTER
Designed by OKC blade master Dan Maragni, the new Adirondack series of knives pays homage to
the Adirondack Mountains in northeastern New York, OKC’s home state as well the location associated with a long tradition of hunting, trapping and fi shing. The Keene Valley Hunter (MSRP $94.95)
is a quality USA-made knife designed for fi eld-dressing game as well as any cutting task in the fi eld or
back at camp. It features a broad, fl at-ground 3.7-inch 420HC stainless steel blade that boasts superior cutting/slicing geometry, designed for skinning large game. The knife has an overall length of 9.4
inches, and a long guard keeps fi ngers from slipping upward when skinning, while a large butt aligns
the hand with the blade. www.ontarioknife.com

SMITH’S EDGESPORT FOLDING COMBO
Smith’s EdgeSport Folding Knife & Gut Hook combo (MSRP $44.99) features highquality, replaceable stainless steel razor cutting blades and a blunt tip to avoid puncturing the gut. A razor-sharp 3-inch skinning blade is made of precision heat-treated 420
stainless steel. The EdgeSport is lightweight and compact — perfect for the avid hunter
looking for a quality versatile knife at a great value. It is equipped with rugged G10 handles with a sturdy push-button lock that secures the blade open during use. Included is
a rugged hard sheath with reversible belt clip.
www.smithsproducts.com
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OUTDOOR EDGE RAZORBONE
The RazorBone replaceable-blade knife from Outdoor Edge (retail $64.95) is
a great solution for processing big game from start to fi nish — allowing the user
to fi eld-dress, skin, debone and prepare perfect cuts of meat with a single knife
that never needs sharpening, utilizing a 3.5-inch drop-point blade, a 5-inch
boning/fi llet blade and a gutting blade. The drop-point blade is a true workhorse for fi eld-dressing and skinning, while the gutting blade opens game like
a zipper without piercing vital organs. The surgically sharp boning/fi llet blade
will process meat quickly and effi ciently. Each blade locks securely into the RazorBone’s black oxide coated stainless steel blade holder and closes into the
handle. The RazorBone features a nonslip double-molded polymer handle with
rubberized TPR inserts.
www.outdooredge.com

WOOX ROCK62 KNIFE WITH X-GRIP
Gaining inspiration from legendary Pirelli tires, the Woox Rock62 hunting knife’s X-Grip technology (retail
$199) is designed with grooves and threads that help fluids such as water and blood naturally and quickly
fl ow away from the handle, displaced 10 times faster than with conventional handle designs and providing
superior grip and handling in any environment or weather. Like all Woox Rock62 knives, this new model
features superior Sleipner steel (Rockwell HRC 60-62), custom fi tted screws and German micarta handles. The Rock62 knife is made in Italy but is assembled and fi nished at the Woox North American headquarters in Hickory, North Carolina. It’s available in two colors.
www.wooxstore.com

MODERN ARCHERY | PRO TOOLS | TRADITIONAL ARCHERY
OctoberMountainProducts.com
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WICKED EDGE GENERATION 3 PRO SHARPENER
The Wicked Edge Generation 3 Pro sharpener (MSRP $899)
has a variety of features that make sharpening, touch-ups and
repairs to knives quick and easy. Its one-step angle adjustment,
ranging from 14 to 27 degrees, allows the user to change the
sharpening angle simultaneously on both sides of the knife,
and its free-fl oating, Cam-Lock Vise Jaw design allows for onehanded, secure clamping of knives, including fully fl at-ground
blades. It also features an adjustment that lets the user choose
the appropriate tension for varying thicknesses of knives. The
Generation 3 Pro comes with a hard, waterproof, shock resistant case for storage and transport of the sharpener with a variety of accessories.
www.wickededgeusa.com
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Equity Financing:
Wherefore Art Thou?

Need a cash infusion from an investor but don’t know where to get it? Here are three places to look.
BY JOSH FIORINI

D

Look Under the Couch

The most common source of equity ﬁnancing for small businesses is that
which is closest to home: family and friends. The term “natural market” is
one that sales organizations coined to refer to those people in your personal life with whom you could potentially
do business. If you took a job as an insurance agent, for
example, you would be encouraged to ﬁ rst approach your
mother, father, brother, uncle and good friends to begin
building your book of clients.
While on the surface this approach can seem exploitative, the reason so many companies train this way is because it works, and
the reason it works is simple: trust. The biggest obstacle in any business
transaction, but particularly in one as risky as equity ﬁnancing, is trust. It’s
a collapse in trust that collapses deals.

Photos: iStock

ebt ﬁnancing, while possibly difﬁcult to obtain at times, is very easy
to locate — there’s a bank on every corner. Equity ﬁnancing, however, can be much more difﬁcult to locate, especially for the small- to
medium-sized business owner.
There are legendary tales of entrepreneurs with great
ideas who found equity ﬁnancing for their businesses
and built great beanstalks to the sky and garnered golden
geese. But where did they get the beans? Jack met the
trader who sold him the beans on his way to the market,
not at the market. Many entrepreneurs feel the same, as
though those who provide equity ﬁnancing are ephemeral beings who must
be encountered by chance, as though in a fairy tale. Equity ﬁnanciers are not
characters in a fairytale, but they are harder to ﬁnd and access than banks.
Where should you be looking?
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You may be thinking, “No one I know has a trust fund available to share.”
Likely true enough, but while there may be few people in your close personal network to whom you could reasonably present a multi-million-dollar
investment opportunity, many businesses don’t have capital needs that
intensive in the beginning; for those who do, the cost of big-ticket items like
facilities and equipment can often be handled with debt. So, reaching out to
investment-inclined people in your personal network can be a very effective
way to go. Of course, such business can complicate personal relationships,
but if you have someone who is able to ﬁnance your business and is potentially interested in investment opportunities, and they are someone with
whom you already have a signiﬁcant degree of trust, that person could be a
good place to start.

Look up in the Sky

Most businesspeople these days have heard the term “angel investor.” This
term refers to wealthy individuals who make a business of making equity
investments in startups. Here, even in the very nomenclature of the business,
we see references to supernatural beings. One does not simply stop in and
see an angel at its ofﬁce. An angel must be summoned through prayer or serendipity or choose to intervene in your mortal life of its own benevolence.
The truth is that people with money want to make more, and few investment opportunities provide as much potential for return as startups. As
such, there are lots of people out there (many retired entrepreneurs in fact)
who are willing to provide. Fortunately, while these folks can be somewhat
difﬁcult to locate, they do not reside on an astral plane. You can ﬁnd angel
investor “clubs” in many metro areas simply by looking online. Another
s e r i o u s
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AIRFORCE TEXAN

100% CHANCE OF DUCKS.

AMERICA’S PREFERRED BIG BORE AIR RIF LE
The Texan is America’s First Family of Big Bore
Air Rifles. Capable of delivering over 800 foot
pounds of energy* and available in a wide
variety of calibers and configurations, the Texan
is well suited to meet your hunting needs.

VORTEX

™

Caliber ...............257, .308, .357, .457, .510
Energy................... Over 800 foot pounds*

The World’s Most
Powerful Production
Air Rifles

™

duckshot choke
10.12.20 GAUGE

*Depending on caliber, pellet weight and power setting.
LSS model shown with optional scope, bipod, Tri-Rail, & rings.

HighFlyer

™

duckshot choke
10.12.20 GAUGE

KICK’S INDUSTRIES, INC.
925 WAYNESBORO HIGHWAY.SYLVANIA,GA
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“Despite our electronic age, business is still
done between people..."
great place to look for angel investors is through trade associations or community organizations; a quick call to your national trade association, economic development agency or even your local chamber of commerce could
very easily yield a referral to a potential investor. Industry conferences and
networking events can be great for this as well. Despite our electronic age,
business is still done between people, so look to where the people with similar interests gather and you may stumble upon an angel.

Retrace Your Steps

If you’re looking for any type of vendor these days, you probably do one of
two things: Either you get a referral from a friend or colleague or you look
online. Either can lead you to potential equity investors — you just need to
know what to search for.
Your fellow business owner friends or contacts likely once needed financing and may be able to point you in the right direction; it is always a good
idea to ask someone who has been down the path before. If you don’t have
such contacts, Google can be a good resource. Look for angel lists or clubs,
business brokers (remember, selling equity is selling your business, even if
you’re not selling all of it), and small- to middle-market investment banks.
All these service providers can be helpful in matching you with that private
equity money you need. HR
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NEW PRODUCTS
ALLEN COMPANY PATRIOT SERIES FIREARM CASES
Allen Company has launched a Patriot series of soft fi rearm cases for rifl es and handguns with a contemporary patriotic
visual theme. They come in three models — 9-inch handgun, 42-inch tactical and 46-inch rifl e — and are equipped with
the following features: proprietary red, white and blue digital print designed to honor America’s heritage of freedom,
lockable zipper pulls to keep fi rearms safe and secure and heavy-duty red accent stitching located in key pressure areas
to promote longer storage integrity. The Patriot series of fi rearm cases is proudly manufactured in Colorado.

MSRP: $12.99-$36.99 www.byallen.com

BUSHNELL FUSION X BINOCULAR
WRC POWER BOOST
PLUS+ DETERGENT
Wildlife Research Center’s ultra-concentrated Power Booth Plus+ laundry detergent uses ingredients that
fi ght odors, dirt and stains in hunting
clothes without adding UV brighteners and works in both standard and
high effi ciency washing machines.
This new enhanced formula aggressively cleans and fi ghts bacteria at
the molecular level. And for even
more value, its concentrated formula
washes more loads per fluid ounce.
Even though it’s not possible to eliminate 100 percent of human odor, it is
important to take steps to reduce it
as much as possible. MSRP: $9.19/18

fluid ounces; $15.29/32 fluid ounces
www.wildlife.com

Bushnell’s new 10x42mm Fusion X range-fi nding binocular features 1-mile ranging
capability plus an all-new Activsync display system that fluidly morphs from black to
red readouts to maintain visibility in low-light and day-bright lighting conditions. To
activate the binocular, the user simply pushes the ranging button to power on the
rangefi nder and to activate the single range and scan modes. A second button on
the bridge is used to select from multiple other modes. The Fusion X is built around
Bushnell’s High-Defi nition Optical System (HDOS) for clarity and low-light performance. Fully multicoated lenses provide clarity and performance in low-light conditions and rubber armor, IPX7 waterproof construction and EXO barriers on the lens
surfaces protect the bino from the roughest and wettest conditions.

MSRP: $699.99 www.bushnell.com

EAA/AKKAR CHURCHILL 612 PUMP-ACTION COMBO
With EAA/Akkar’s new Churchill 612 pump-action combo, it’s now possible to defend the home and hunt game
with one shotgun and two easy-to-change barrels. The combo includes the Churchill 12-gauge 3-inch shotgun
with a standard grip stock made from super durable polymer and an 18.5-inch barrel with a steel fi xed front
sight. In this confi guration, the shotgun is primed for home defense and maneuverable in tight places such as
hallways or staircases. Changing out the barrel is easily and quickly done with a no-tools-necessary system.
Simply remove the magazine cap and pull the 18.5-inch barrel out of the receiver. Slide in the included 28-inch
barrel with fi ber optic front sight into the receiver and replace the mag cap. MSRP: $430 www.eaacorp.com

BROWNING ENVY HUNTING BLIND
New for 2021, Browning Camping & Hunting Blinds has introduced the new Envy hunting blind,
featuring a roomy 82-inch center height, 74-inch shooting width and silent-operation features such as
a Silent-Trac window system and QuickConnect silent-entry door system that utilizes magnets along
the door seam for stealthy entries and exits.¬¬ A durable 600D polyester fabric comprises the Envy’s
wall and window curtain construction while shoot-through mesh is used across the 180-degree window
openings. Support comes from strong and fl exible fi berglass poles connected to aluminum hubs
featuring engineered tips and pins. The Envy also incorporates a 360-degree ground skirt to deliver
maximum concealment, minimize light intrusion and to help keep scent in. Available in Realtree Excape
and Mossy Oak Country DNA. MSRP: $349.99 www.browningcamping.com
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TAYLOR’S & COMPANY TC86 TAKEDOWN RIFLE
HUNT MONKEY
APEX DRY-TEC GLOVES
From the makers of Fish Monkey high
performance fi shing gloves, Hunt
Monkey Apex Dry-Tec hunting gloves
use a three-step process to keep
hands warm and dry. It begins with
Dry-Tec water-shedding technology
that keeps the gloves light and
hands comfortable and dry. Then,
a moisture-barrier fabric is used to
further resist water penetration. And
fi nally, a 100 percent waterproof
breathable membrane is incorporated
that keeps water out but also
prevents hands from sweating. With a
tough 600 Denier exterior, precurved
fi ngers for comfort and just enough
insulation to keep hands warm and
functional when temps plummet,
Apex Dry-Tec gloves are a great
choice for moderate to cold hunting
conditions. MSRP: $69.95/All sizes

www.huntmonkeygloves.com

New for 2021, Taylor’s & Company TC86 Takedown hunting rifl e was designed
for outback adventures while maintaining a classic design — a versatile
companion for any big-game hunt. It features a color case receiver, walnut
stock with checkered pistol grip, rubber butt plate and a wide lever for easy use
in all conditions. It also includes a Weaver rail sight with a Skinner peep sight.
All Taylor’s premium fi rearms are made using the latest precision machinery
and high-quality materials with one goal in mind — to create reliable and
accurate reproductions of Civil War, Old West, hunting and tactical guns from
the 19th century. The TC86 sports a 16.5-inch barrel and comes chambered in
.45-70 Govt. MSRP: $1708.72 www.taylorsfirearms.com

AMERICAN TACTICAL SHOTGUN AMMUNITION
American Tactical Inc., U.S. manufacturer and
worldwide importer of fi rearms, ammunition and
tactical equipment, has added a full lineup of
shotgun ammunition to its extensive selection of fi rearms and outdoor products.
ATI shotgun ammo is imported from a
renowned Italian manufacturer with more
than 60 years of experience producing
high-quality shotgun shells and is available in
.410-bore options, 12- and 20-gauge target loads and 12- and 20-gauge game
loads. It comes in numerous confi gurations in 25-round boxes and 250-round
cases. MSRP: Varies by configuration and quality www.americantactical.us

MOSSY OAK WELLNESS
FUEL BEVERAGES
Mossy Oak Wellness has announced
the launch of its Fuel line of functional ready-to-mix beverages via
a licensing and marketing partnership with Mississippi-based Mossy
Oak. Mossy Oak Wellness Fuel is a
great-tasting, ready-to-mix hydration
beverage designed to help outdoorsmen and women fuel up and stay
hydrated during their outdoor adventures. Whether they’re in the woods
or on the water, a few sticks of Fuel
will help to bring any water bottle to
life with a great-tasting functional
hydration beverage. Available in four
specifi cally designed options — Fuel,
Focus, Immune Health and Recovery — all Mossy Oak Wellness Fuel
products contain only 10 calories, are
sugar-free and packed with hydrating
electrolytes. Available in a variety of
fl avors. MSRP: $19.99/12 Fuel sticks

www.mossyoakwellness.com

SIGHTRON SVIII 5-40X56MM ED RIFLESCOPE
Sightron’s new SVIII 5-40x56mm ED rifl escope takes performance and innovation to the
next level. Designed for competition and long-range shooting and hunting, it features an internal zero-stop mechanism that provides an audible positive stop for dead-on zero settings
and a choice of an LRM or MH-6 illuminated reticle. The SVIII offers a generous adjustment range that provides 20 mils of windage and 40 mils of elevation. The windage and
elevation knobs have a total of 10 mils per revolution. The all new 40mm main tube is waterproof, shockproof and nitrogen charged, and a high-quality set of 40mm rings for a Picatinny rail are included. The SVIII utilizes Sightron’s new MC-777 lens coating for increased
light transmission and improved clarity. MSRP: $3,099 www.sightron.com

SUMMIT DUAL AXIS HANG-ON TREESTAND
Summit’s lightweight, aluminum Dual Axis hang-on treestand is designed for bowhunters — featuring a patented seat that silently locks into two positions, providing comfort and security whether sitting or standing. In
the seated position, a breathable textilene mesh seat provides all-day comfort, but folds up to offer the standing hunter a comfortable pommel seat. The 16-pound Dual Axis incorporates a dual-post design that spreads
the platform cables out farther, allowing the hunter extra room on its large 34x24-inch platform, which also features Summit’s DeadMetal sound dampening technology. Hunters will also appreciate the quick-attach straps
for fast and easy installation. The Dual Axis will hold up to 300 pounds and fi ts on trees from 8 to 20 inches in
diameter. MSRP: $249.99 www.summitstands.com
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COUNTER CULTURE

The Importance of the Nonresident Hunter
BY BOB ROBB

A

s someone who has hunted in
42 of the 50 states, I’ve followed discussions about nonresident (NR) hunters for decades.
By and large, NRs have been derided
by locals as long as I can remember,
especially out West. They say NRs
crowd in on the best spots, notwithstanding the fact that they often hunt
on the federal land belonging to all
Americans. They’re accused of leasing up all the private land, making it
inaccessible to local hunters without
the same deep pockets. One state,
Wyoming, has gone so far in discriminating against NRs that it does
not allow them to hunt big game
without a licensed guide in designated federal land wilderness areas
“for their safety,” an interesting law
when you realize anybody can camp,
hike, fish, whatever, in these same
areas without the same high-priced
guide service.
The NR fires were stoked last year
when the COVID-19 pandemic shut
down travel — and a lot of out-ofstate hunting — across America and
the world. All of a sudden, hunting,
a slowly dying pastime for decades,
became hip again, with pandemic
shutdowns forcing people to try
some new stuff. For some it was
exploring the great outdoors, which
led to many realizing that making
their own meat is cool. Eric Gardner,
wildlife program director with the
Washington Department of Fish and
Wildlife, said the increase in hunting
was probably due to less competition from other events, such as team
sports and after-school activities.
WDFW is planning to focus its outreach on the 25,000 residents who
earned their hunter safety certification in 2020, reminding them of
upcoming seasonal opportunities.
This has also increased pressure on
local hunting spots, as it has across
the entire West.
Also, as this is written in spring
2021, travel to Canada remains
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closed, as does travel to popular international hunting destinations like
Australia, New Zealand and Europe.
The open southern borders crisis has
many avoiding Mexico and Central
America. Hunters that would normally spend their time — and money
— heading out of the country are
now rapidly gobbling up available
domestic outfitted hunts, depressing
availability and increasing prices.
Hunt booking agencies are saying
that their inventory for popular hunts
into 2022 and beyond is filling faster
than ever before. Like rising ammunition prices, it’s a simple case of
supply and demand.
Do-it-yourself NR hunters are
likewise out in full force. For example, in April, the Colorado Park
and Wildlife Dept. said that license
and tag applications for the 2021
hunting season were the highest ever
recorded. Controlled hunt applications in other states are off the charts.
Many states limit the overall
number of tags they issue for popular
big-game species like elk, mule deer
and pronghorn, and of course “glamour” species like bighorn sheep.
Nonresident tag quotas are also in
place in many states, ensuring that
the bulk of hunting opportunity is
reserved for residents. Competition
for these available tags has never
been stiffer. And make no mistake:
All state game and fish departments
want to sell the maximum number of
hunting licenses and tags they possibly can. That’s because, unlike most
state agencies, they typically receive
very little revenue from tax dollars.
Nearly 60 percent of their fund-

ing comes from hunting and fishing
revenue, including license fees and
taxes on gear sales, according to a
survey by the Association of Fish &
Wildlife Agencies. The years-long
decline in hunting license sales has
chipped away at their ability to pay
for conservation programs.
Enter the nonresident hunter.
In many popular Western hunting
states, nonresidents pay more to support a state game department than
resident hunters do. A lot more. For
example, in 2020, in Montana residents spent $10,957,132 on hunting
licenses, tags, permits and stamps,
while NRs spent $28,026,136 — two
and a half times as much. Idaho?
Residents, about $11 million; NRs,
just over $18 million. Wyoming?
Residents, $6.7 million; NRs, $19.3
million — almost three times more.
The biggest disparity out West is the
aforementioned Colorado, which offers more over-the-counter elk tags
than any other state. There, residents
spent $12.5 million; NRs $46.4 million — more than three and a half
times as much. Even in Midwestern
whitetail Mecca Kansas, residents
spent $7.78 million, while NRs spent
$18.16 million — 2.4 times more.
And don’t think it’s just a Western thing. In Alabama, residents
spent $5,494,889, while NRs spent
$6,298,911.
In all 50 states, in 2020, resident hunters spent a total of
$543,700,877, while nonresidents
chipped in $358,656,021. In other
words, NRs accounted for 39.7
percent of all hunting license, tags,
permits and stamps sold in America.

Even in 2020, the year of pandemic
travel lockdowns, nonresidents spent
more than residents in 12 states.
Of course, this does not take into
account all the money traveling
hunters pump into local economies
in the form of motel rooms, food
and beverage sales, airline travel,
vehicle rentals, and other ancillary
purchases. Overall, studies have
shown that hunting in the United
States generates $25 billion dollars
in retail sales and more than $17
billion dollars in salaries and wages
each year, while creating sales tax
and state and federal income tax
revenues for government and public
services of all kinds — a big chunk
of it generated by NRs. And then
there are food banks, many of which
see their larders supplemented by
game met donated by nonresidents.
A report from The Counter showed
that, together with the growing locavore movement, during 2020, food
bank donations dropped significantly
as more and more hunters kept their
harvest for their own families.
At the end of the day, hunting is
big business, and so is conservation.
Nonresident hunters have shown
they are more than willing to pay
a premium to hunt outside of their
own state boundaries. Without that
income, many state game departments would suffer mightily, the ill
effects trickling down onto residents
as well. That’s worth remembering.
What do you and your clientele
think of the nonresident hunter?
Drop me a line at editor@
grandviewoutsoors.com — I’d love
to hear from you. HR

PRO STAFF
Bob Robb has been a full-time outdoor writer since 1978. He's a former staff editor for Peterson's Hunting magazine, as well as the former
editor of Western Outdoor News , Peterson's Bowhunting, Inside Archery, Whitetail Journal, Predator Xtreme and Waterfowl & Retriever
magazines. He's hunted on five continents with both rifles and archery equipment and lived in Alaska for 15 years, where for a time he held
an assistant hunting guide's license.
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RUGER M77 MKII &
HAWKEYE SPORTER STOCK
SKU 1055

• Long Action, Right Hand
• Free Float Magnum Barrel Channel
• Designed as a drop in however may require spot
bedding at recoil lug to align barrel in channel.
This is due to the nature of the Ruger M77 MKII
having a broad range of tolerance at the recoil
lug area.
• Computer designed and CNC machined full
length 6061-T6 aluminum bedding system
extends through forearm for strength and
stiffness. An additional aluminum “tall piece”
extends from the bedding block through the
grip area for even more strength and rigidity.
• 1-inch Pachmayr Decelerator recoil pad
• 1 front sling stud and 1 rear sling stud
• 13.625” Length of pull *1.7” forearm width at
mid point
• 31-inch overall stock lenth
• Approximately 2.0 pounds.
• Barrel Channel Specs: Just forward receiver is
1.275” & 9” forward of receiver is .915”
• 24” barrel with actual muzzle diameter of .625
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